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ABSTRACT
Equitable school district funding is a constant challenge for state legislatures.
When budgets must be trimmed, the panacea for state legislatures has traditionally been
approached strictly through the lens of economic efficiency. Since small rural schools
typically have a greater per pupil cost, they are often forced into consolidating with
nearby districts based on size alone.
This research looked at how North Dakota should approach any changes to N.D.
Cent. Code § 15.1-12 (n.d.), dealing with mandatory consolidation. Two theoretical
frameworks were used in this research. The first, isomorphism, examined definitions of
proper school district size and have been defined by consolidation and the desire to
optimize economic efficiency. Place attachment, as a second theoretical framework,
shifts away from purely economic models to highlight how consolidation mandates
impact human beings living in rural areas.
South Dakota chose to close schools with fewer than 100 students because they
believed schools smaller than this were inefficient. This research, however, showed that
there are several small school districts in North Dakota that are efficient, and targeting
inefficiency rather than size would be a more beneficial course of action.
Through participant interviews of rural school alumni, this research showed the
value alumni of one small rural school district in northwest North Dakota has placed on
their school. Results of this research showed that positive experiences people had in
xiii

school strongly influenced how graduates felt about the importance of maintaining their
small rural schools for generations to come. Recommendations for state policy were
included in this paper based on results.
Keywords: place attachment, isomorphism, consolidation, per pupil
expenditures
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Small one-room schoolhouses were once abundant across North Dakota and the
Midwest. When settlers moved into the area, they set up homesteads and broke soil with
hope their hard work would bring them a good crop and a better future for their family.
This enduring vision for the future extended to a hope that one day their children would
be able to continue their legacy and realize even greater success than they had. These
early settlers knew their children had much to learn to make that happen, and while they
believed their children's education was important, formal schooling was only one piece of
the education they believed was necessary. In their mind, it was family who were
responsible for education that really mattered, as it was family who taught their children
job skills necessary to be a functioning adult. It was family who taught their children the
value of hard work, respect for one another, and how to be a responsible citizen. Perhaps
most importantly to many settlers, it was family who made sure their children attended
church and were taught to love God and to live a good Christian life.
While these settlers believed that family were responsible for the most important
aspects of a good education, they also understood the importance of school. Because
“book learning” was important, small, one-room schoolhouses were built in central
locations where it was easiest for area children to walk to school. Children of all ages
were taught in a one-room schoolhouse by one teacher. These schools often doubled as
1

churches, town halls, and as a place for community gatherings. Children were taught the
basics, or what we know today as the three Rs—reading, writing, and arithmetic. They
were nothing fancy, but for the people in rural America, they served their intended
purpose.
While one-room schoolhouses fit the agrarian lifestyles of early settlers in the
rural Midwest, urban school reformers believed these schools were inefficient and did not
provide a proper education for children in an increasingly industrialized society. Urban
school reformers fought to close rural, one-room schoolhouses and consolidate these
schools with larger schools in nearby communities run by more sophisticated people who
were using the latest pedagogical techniques, such as graded schools, to educate children.
Additionally, these school reformers employed techniques of efficiency they learned
from “the industrial sector,” and they were quick to point out that rural schools were
inefficient by those standards.
Soon, efforts to close small rural schools were helped by the very tools of
modernization and efficiency. Mechanized farming techniques made farming more
efficient, which led to many small farms being taken over by larger farming operations,
forcing many rural families off their farms and into cities and towns. School buses made
it possible to transport rural kids to larger schools in nearby cities and towns. The Great
Depression was the final nail in the coffin for many farmers. These challenging times
broke the spirit of rural America, as many farmers lost everything they owned. One of the
major consequences of the Great Depression was that it facilitated consolidation reforms
that closed many small, rural schools in the Midwest, and rural people paid the price as
they lost a piece of what made their communities home.
2

Small rural schools have continued to be targets of legislative downsizing, as
states continue to seek ways to increase efficiency and save money in their education
budgets. When an economy is in recession, legislators are often pressed to make difficult
budgetary decisions, not just in education, but all throughout the state budget. State
legislators face enormous public pressure to both maintain a quality public school system
and keep tax rates at a reasonable level, which forces them to look at all options,
including consolidations. Since 2000, several states have attempted to cut small, rural
school districts by mandating the closure of schools that do not meet a minimum
enrollment threshold.
Legislation mandating the consolidation of small rural school districts is often met
with fierce resistance by people in affected communities. People in these rural
communities often defend their schools and fight to keep them open at any cost. This
defense often does not consider what may be in the best interest of children in these
systems or taxpayers in their district. Emotions overtake logic creating a situation that can
perpetuate economic and educational inefficiencies.
Need for the Study
In North Dakota, the debate has continued about school funding concerning how
state aid to schools is distributed. An oil boom in western North Dakota, coupled with
rapid growth in urban areas, has led to funding gaps for rapidly growing districts, such as
Bismarck, Watford City, Williston, and West Fargo, while small, rural schools who have
been declining in enrollment, have received a greater amount of money based on per
pupil expenditures (Baumgarten, 2019). Consequently, these rapidly growing school
districts have struggled to keep up with the growth they have been seeing, while the
3

smallest school districts in the state have been receiving a much greater share of state
education dollars based on per pupil expenditures. This has led many to question what
they perceive as funding inequities in the state’s school financing formula, while some
question why the smallest and what they see as the most inefficient schools in the state
are allowed to continue to operate.
The district in this study was a small rural school district in northwest North
Dakota surrounded by several larger school districts. Declining enrollment had been an
issue for several years, and open enrollment laws exacerbated the problem as over half
the families who lived in the small district have been choosing to send their children to
other schools in the area. In 2016, this district entered into a cooperative agreement with
a neighboring school district to educate their students in Grades 7-12. Additionally, they
began combining classrooms in Grades K-6 to lower costs and operate more efficiently.
Since then, the district has focused on several improvement initiatives, which has
garnered the district the distinction of being rated the number one elementary school in
North Dakota by Niche, an online company that reviews schools for real estate purposes
(Niche, n.d.). Despite the school’s improvements in quality, the district struggles to
attract new families, and it remains a target for defunding and consolidation or
reorganization.
On December 17th, 2019, a representative of the North Dakota Association of
School Administrators (NDASA) legislative focus group, which works closely with the
North Dakota legislature regarding legislation that impacts education, and the executive
director for the North Dakota Small Organized Schools spoke in an open session to this
district’s school board. The two representatives discussed the possibility that some in the
4

North Dakota Legislature were looking at introducing legislation similar to South
Dakota’s Codified Law at Title 13, Chapter 6, Section 97 (S.D. Codified Laws § 13-6-97,
2021) in the near future. This legislation, passed in South Dakota in 2007, requires
reorganization of a school district when K-12 enrollment drops to 100 or fewer students.
There is an exception in the South Dakota law that exempts districts that are identified as
“sparse,” which is defined in S.D. Codified Laws § 13-13-78 as a school district that
meets all the following criteria:
(a)

Has a fall enrollment per square mile of 0.50 or less;

(b)

Has a fall enrollment of five hundred or less;

(c)

Has an area of four hundred square miles or more;

(d)

Has at least fifteen miles between its secondary attendance center or centers
and that of an adjoining district;

(e)

Operates a secondary attendance center; and

(f)

Levies ad valorem taxes at the maximum rates allowed pursuant to § 10-1242 or more. (S.D. Codified Laws § 13-13-78, 2021, para. 1)

South Dakota is hardly alone in passing legislation requiring district consolidation
based on enrollment numbers. Since 2000, several other states including: Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Montana, Nebraska, and Virginia have
enacted similar legislation according to the National Conference of State Legislatures
(Russo, 2006). According to North Dakota Department of Public Instruction statistics, at
the time of this study there were 38 school districts in North Dakota serving fewer than
100 students (North Dakota Department of Public Instruction [NDDPI], n.d.). If North
Dakota passed legislation requiring district consolidation similar to South Dakota, some
5

of these districts may be safe because they would meet the requirements of the exception
in the statute for being sparse. Several of these districts, however, would be forced into
consolidating or reorganizing with a larger district in their vicinity.
While the North Dakota legislature had not yet (at the time of this study) chosen
to pursue mandated consolidation of any small rural school districts in the state, the
possibility that may happen in the future is very real due to a shift in population away
from rural areas and a steady increase in population in urban areas such as the Fargo
metropolitan area and communities in oil rich areas, such as Watford City and Williston
(Harbo, 2021; Appendix A). It is imperative that legislators in North Dakota understand
the story of the people affected by closure of small rural schools before making any plans
to eliminate them. This study hopes to capture the essence of why small rural schools are
so important to people in the communities they serve. By gaining an understanding of
how small communities feel about their schools, it will be easier to work towards a
solution that works for all parties.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to better understand why educational
experiences in small rural schools are still valuable to alumni and why there is often
resistance amongst alumni to consolidate or reorganize small rural school districts in
North Dakota. The study focused on how place attachment affected how alumni of a
small rural school in North Dakota perceived the potential closure of their school. While
there has been extensive research on the pros and cons of school consolidation, this study
addressed the lack of qualitative research in terms of how people in rural communities are
affected when small rural schools are forced to close. The information resulting from this
6

study may assist state legislators, state departments of public instruction, state school
board associations, and local school boards in working together with people in small rural
communities when school consolidation or dissolution may become in the best interest of
individual districts or the state.
Research Questions
This flexible design qualitative study focused on perceptions alumni of a small
rural school district had concerning their school. The following research questions guided
the researcher in this study:
1.

What value do alumni of a small rural school place on their experiences at
the school?

2.

How should the North Dakota state legislature proceed when weighing the
rights of small rural districts to exist with the interests of being good
stewards of taxpayer dollars?
Theoretical Framework

This work stems directly from two theoretical frameworks that were employed in
this study which are described below. Consolidation of school districts has typically been
viewed from an economic perspective, but this study sought to view consolidation from a
person-centered approach. Because this study focused on people, place attachment as a
theoretical framework was appropriate for this study because it looks at the meaning and
attachment people have to a place, in this case a school.
As a result of the constant and exclusive focus legislatures and researchers have
put on economic factors involved in consolidation, not only have the feelings of rural
people been ignored, but many rural schools have been delegitimized because an optimal
7

school size has been defined as a result of the consolidation process. By defining the ideal
school size based on interests of people in urban communities, small rural schools are
viewed as inferior and in need of either improvements to make them more like urban
schools or in need of dissolution and consolidation into larger and better schools. This
has created isomorphism, where school size is tightly defined with a bigger is better
mentality. Place attachment and isomorphism, therefore, were ideal theoretical
frameworks for this research and are described in greater detail below.
Place Attachment
The first theoretical framework of this research is place attachment theory. Place
attachment, a main concept in environmental psychology, describes the emotional bond
that occurs between individuals and important places (Florek, 2011). As quoted in
Scannell and Gifford (2010), “Relph (1976) defined place attachment as the authentic and
emotional bond with an environment that satisfies a fundamental human need” (p. 3).
Hay (1998) suggested that place attachment can be attributed to ancestral ties, feeling like
an “insider,” and a desire to stay in a place.
In describing place as it relates to neighborhoods, Appadurai (1996) used the term
locality, which he viewed not through spatial terms, but as “primarily relational and
contextual” (p. 178). Appadurai defined neighborhoods as “situated communities
characterized by their actuality, whether spatial or virtual, and their potential for social
reproduction” (p. 179). Locality, according to Appadurai, is an inherently fragile social
achievement that must constantly be maintained against different kinds of odds. Because
small school districts often share similarities with neighborhoods in terms of population,
small districts can share a sense of fragility, and stakeholders like alumni often feel their
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districts must be maintained against threats of budget cuts and consolidation, sometimes
at all costs.
Scannell and Gifford (2010) developed a tripartite organizing framework that
“proposes that place attachment is a multidimensional concept with person, psychological
process, and place dimensions” (p. 2). Person describes an actor who is attached to a
place and to what extent that attachment is based on meanings unique to the individual
and invoke deep personal connections in that person, or an attachment may include
meanings that are collectively held. These meanings can be both personal and
collectively held by some actors. The psychological process describes how affect,
cognition, and behavior may be manifested in the attachment an actor holds. The place
dimension refers to “the object of the attachment, including place characteristics”
(Scannell & Gifford, 2010, p. 2). Please see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Place attachment theory. Reprinted from “Defining place attachment: A
tripartite organizing framework,” by L. Scannell, and R. Gifford, 2010, Journal of
Environmental Psychology, 30, p. 2. Copyright 2009 by Elsevier. Reprinted with
permission (Appendix B).
9

Place attachment affects the behavior of people through the manifestation of
proximity-maintaining behaviors (Scannell & Gifford, 2010). People often desire to
return to a place that holds a positive, affective meaning to them (Scannell & Gifford,
2010). There are two levels that contribute to the importance of place: social place
attachment, which refers to the attachment that people feel to a place where social
relationships and group identity were fostered, and physical place attachment, where the
attachment rests on the physical features of a place (Scannell & Gifford, 2010).
As a research tool, place attachment was used to help understand the reluctance of
community members and alumni to accept school consolidation and why they often fight
so hard to keep their school district open, even when consolidation would be a positive
development for students and reduce their tax burdens. As isomorphism leads to a
narrower definition of what an effective school size is, place attachment influences
parents, community members, and alumni to fight to preserve their school districts. The
clash of these two variables will inevitably continue to be played out in legislatures and
school boards throughout the United States.
Isomorphism
A second theoretical framework for this dissertation will be centered around neoinstitutional theory. Institutional theory posits that institutional environments “are
characterized by the elaboration of rules and requirements to which individual
organizations must conform if they are to receive support and legitimacy” (Scott &
Meyer, 1983, p. 140). Neo-institutionalism builds on institutional theory with its
emphasis on “the importance of meaning systems, symbolic elements, regulatory
processes, and governance systems” (Scott, 1995a, p. 78). Legitimacy is a central concept
10

of institutional theory, which provides an explanation to how isomorphic practices have
contributed to the similarities between organizations (Deephouse, 1996). To maximize
legitimacy and increase their survival capabilities, organizations must incorporate
societally legitimized rationalized elements into their formal structures (DiMaggio &
Powell, 1991). By exercising “process or structural controls over organizations,”
institutional environments determine “the procedures they [organizations] employ, the
qualifications of their staff, and the types of facilities to be employed” (Scott, 1995b, p.
46). In schools, this extends to the curriculum being taught and enrollment numbers that
are considered most efficient.
DiMaggio and Powell (1991) posited:
[The] key thrust of institutional analysis is neither to expose the inefficiency of
organizational practices nor to celebrate the nonoptimality of institutional
arrangements . . . but to develop robust explanations of the ways in which
institutions incorporate historical experiences into their rules and organizing
logics. (p. 33)
Meyer and Rowan (1977) tied this type of institutional analysis to the homogeneity
created by rationalized states, whose dominance over social life has shaped
organizational structures as they move to reflect rules that are legitimized and
institutionalized by the state. Historical experiences have indeed shaped the paradigm of
an ideal school size in the United States at the time of this study, and these experiences
have influenced several states to pass legislation to either encourage or mandate school
reorganizations. The result has been small rural schools that deviate furthest from the
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perceived ideal size either have been eliminated or are facing the threat of elimination,
creating homogeneity and isomorphism as it relates to school size.
According to DiMaggio and Powell (1983), in 1968, Hawley described
isomorphism as “a constraining process that forces one unit in a population to resemble
other units that face the same set of environmental conditions” (DiMaggio & Powell,
1983, p. 149). DiMaggio and Powell (1983) further explained institutionalization as a
process of homogenization that occurs through three sources of isomorphism: coercive,
mimetic, and normative. It is important to note that coercive, mimetic, and normative
forces are considered processes or mechanisms for isomorphism, not types or forms of
isomorphism (Mizruchi & Fein, 1999). Please see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Isomorphism. Reprinted from “Technology and organizational evolution: An
institutionalization perspective,” by A. Pishdad, A. Haider, and A. Koronios, 2012,
Journal of Innovation & Business Best Practices (Article ID 655615), 2012, p. 5.
Copyright 2012 by Azadeh Pishdad, Abrar Haider and Andy Koronios (free and open
access).
12

Coercive isomorphism is defined by DiMaggio and Powell (1983) as the
isomorphism that “results from both formal and informal pressures exerted on
organizations by other organizations upon which they are dependent and by cultural
expectations in the society within which organizations function” (p. 150). School systems
are subject to coercive isomorphism because they are financially dependent on their state
and their existence is sanctioned by their state. State mandates must be followed by
school systems, and since school systems are “creatures of the state,” state mandates also
carry the authority to eliminate them.
Mimetic isomorphism occurs when uncertainty encourages imitation and creates
an environment in which organizations model themselves after other organizations
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Schools are subject to mimetic isomorphism as reformers
and states define and identify model school systems, which pressures other school
systems to emulate that model. Schools fear straying from this model, which stifles
innovation and encourages the consolidation of small rural school districts that do not
have enrollment numbers defined as the model for schools to emulate.
Normative is the third type of isomorphic organizational change, which “stems
primarily from professionalization” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 152). University
specialists and professional networks are important sources of normative isomorphism
because of the similarities in attitude and approach that are brought into an institution
through hiring practices. Institutional isomorphism is increased in organizations that rely
extensively on professionals. In education, schools rely on professional teachers and are
led by administrators. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) found that in organizations that draw
from professionals who graduate from similar universities and are hired based on a
13

common set of attributes, “They will tend to view problems in a similar fashion, see the
same policies, procedures and structures as normatively sanctioned and legitimated, and
approach decisions in much the same way” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 153).
By viewing consolidation through the perspective of neo-institutional theory, one
can gain a better understanding of how coercive, mimetic, and normative forces have
created isomorphism in school districts throughout the United States today. The growing
homogeneity of schools, especially in terms of size, has been shaped by isomorphism, as
education reformers and federal and state governments have sought to define an ideal
school size. To emulate that ideal, mimetic forces have caused school districts seeking
legitimacy to seek out ways to increase their enrollment, even through consolidation.
Small rural school districts that are content with their status as outliers in terms of
enrollment are increasingly facing coercive isomorphic pressure, as state legislation
encourages, and sometimes even forces, them to consolidate.
Delimitations
Delimitations are conditions that restrain a study in some way. This study has the
following delimitations:
1.

This study involved one small rural school district in North Dakota.

2.

The number of interviews was limited and represented a purposeful sample
of alumni who had attended the school district.

3.

At the time of this study, the researcher served as the principal of this small
rural school district, which may have led some participants to not be
completely candid with their responses.

14

Summary
North Dakota is experiencing a major shift in its population. As farms become
larger and more industrialized, people in rural areas have been leaving rural communities
and moving to urban communities in search of economic opportunities. Many of those
moving are younger people who are starting their families. This shift has had a negative
impact on small rural school populations, as many small rural schools have seen
significant declines in enrollment in recent years leading up to this study. The impact on
schools in larger communities has not always been positive, as they struggle to find
space, staff, and resources for their increasing numbers of students. The massive oilfield
activity in North Dakota has contributed to this problem in unlikely communities in
western North Dakota.
The resulting chaos from urbanization and oilfield activity has left the North
Dakota legislature in a difficult position. They have been forced to revisit their funding
formula on a biannual basis in search of ways to ensure equitable education funding in
the state among school districts experiencing rapid growth to the point where new school
buildings are frequently being erected, and school districts that have been losing so many
students that they struggle to offer courses and extracurricular activities that make school
memorable for students.
The obvious solution would be to reorganize school district boundaries in the state
to create a more equitable system. To accomplish this would require dissolution of some
small rural school districts in the state. This would give students in some of the smallest
rural districts in the state greater educational opportunities in terms of class offerings and
extracurricular activities. This move seems inevitable given the population demographics
15

and trends in North Dakota that have come at a time when state funds are tight. This,
however, would most likely involve loss for people in small rural communities affected
by such dissolutions.
This research sought to understand this sense of loss from the perspective of
alumni who attended one small rural school in northwest North Dakota. By learning
about how this loss affects one community, there can be a greater sense of empathy in
any future plans to dissolve small rural school districts in North Dakota by state
mandates.
Definitions of Terms
The following terms and definitions are integral to this study and clarify meanings
within the context of the study.
Annexation – “the alteration of a school district's boundaries through the removal
of real property from one school district and its attachment to another
contiguous school district” (N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12-01, n.d., para. 1).
Average Per Pupil Expenditures – “(A) the aggregate current expenditures of
all local educational agencies in the State; divided by (B) the total number
of children in average daily attendance for whom such agencies provided
free public education” (20 U.S.C. § 7713(2)).
Consolidation – A previous term used in North Dakota law referring to the
combining of two or more school districts to create one school district
(Johnson, 2014).
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Contiguous – “two or more tracts of real property which share a common point or
which would share a common point but for an intervening road or right of
way” (N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12-01, n.d. para. 2).
Dissolution – “the process through which a school district ceases to function and
the subsequent attachment of its real property to other school districts”
(N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12-01, n.d., para. 3).
Education Policy Committee – This is “an interim committee of the North
Dakota Legislature tasked with reviewing educational policy at the state
level” (University of North Dakota Educational Leadership Cohort #8,
personal communication, March 3, 2021).
Economy of Scale – “a proportionate saving in costs gained by an increased level
of production” (Oxford University Press, 2021, para. 1).
North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) – contains North Dakota state laws
(North Dakota Legislative Branch, n.d.).
North Dakota Department of Public Instruction (NDDPI) – “Agency that
oversees public instruction in North Dakota” (University of North Dakota
Educational Leadership Cohort #8, personal communication, March 3,
2021).
Reorganization – “the formation of a new school district through the
combination, in whole or in part, of two or more school districts” (N.D.
Cent. Code § 15.1-12-01, n.d., para. 4).
State Board – “the state board of public school education” (N.D. Cent. Code §
15.1-12-01, n.d., para. 5).
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Acronyms
NDASA

North Dakota Association of School Administrators

NDCEL

North Dakota Council of Educational Leaders

NDDPI/DPI

North Dakota Department of Public Instruction

NDHSAA

North Dakota High School Activities Association

NDSBA

North Dakota School Boards Association

NDSOS

North Dakota Small Organized Schools

NDU

North Dakota United
Organization of the Study

This dissertation has been organized into five chapters. Chapter I was an
introduction to the need for the study, the purpose of the study, a statement of the
problem, the research questions, delimitations, definition of terms, acronyms, the
organization of the study, and the researcher’s background. Chapter II includes a
literature review highlighting literature available at the time of the study related to this
topic. Chapter III outlines the methodology the researcher used in this study. Chapter IV
includes results of the study, and Chapter V includes a discussion of results,
recommendations for North Dakota’s legislature, limitations of the study,
recommendations for future research, and conclusions.
Researcher’s Background
The researcher has had 9 years of experience working in education. Various roles
the researcher has played within education include teaching secondary social studies,
driver’s education, K-12 principal, and K-8 principal. The researcher is also a veteran,
having served for 10 years in the United States Air Force. The researcher is originally
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from Millinocket, Maine, which is a small community in northern Maine that has
wrestled with school consolidation since paper mills in both Millinocket and neighboring
East Millinocket began downsizing and eventually closed. At the time of this study, the
researcher was a K-12 principal in a small school district that may soon face mandated
consolidation if North Dakota’s legislature ever passes legislation similar to the
legislation South Dakota passed in 2007 that has forced districts with fewer than 100
students to consolidate with a nearby district. These personal connections to the
consolidation issue have inspired the researcher to want to better understand how state
mandated consolidation laws have impacted school districts affected by such laws, and to
seek the most effective ways for school districts to consolidate, should that be necessary.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
One of the functions of government, according to the United States Constitution,
is to “promote the general Welfare” (Washington et al., 1787, para. 1) of its citizens. One
of the ways that the government carries out this function today is through the
establishment and maintenance of a public-school system. Since the Constitution did not
grant the federal government authority over education, the 10th amendment makes
education a responsibility and right of the states. The Cold War played a significant role
in increasing federal oversight of education as states lobbied for federal dollars after the
Soviet launch of Sputnik, leading to the passage of the National Defense Education Act
in 1958 (Brown, 1988). The states and the federal government have since had a
contentious history with education, as the boundary between states' rights and federal
oversight has shifted.
While the states and the federal government have jockeyed for control over
education, similar jockeying has occurred as local districts have battled with state
governments over the concept of local control. Knezevich (1975) defined the concept of
local control as “the placement of policy making authority, within legislatively defined
limits, for the direct operation of education with the people or their designated
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representatives within a legally defined civil subdivision of the state known as the school
district” (p. 277).
The concept of local control, however, is not without limitations. As the
responsibility for funding education has begun falling increasingly on the state rather than
on local property taxes, many states have looked to make education spending more
efficient. Because local school districts “have always been ‘creatures’ of the state,” states
can “create them and abolish them at will (Fowler, 2000)” (Rooney & Augenblick, 2009,
p. 2). The concept of mandating consolidation of small, rural school districts that have
been deemed to be the least efficient has occurred in many states and has recently been
considered by some North Dakota legislators.
It is necessary to understand both the history of school district consolidation and
the state of education at the time of this study to determine to what extent consolidation
should be a part of the future of education, both in the United States, but more
specifically in the state of North Dakota. “The dialogue surrounding school consolidation
has . . . become polarized,” as “state policy-makers and . . . school officials” argue that
small schools are inefficient and have limited curricula, while “community members
argue that the loss of the school means the loss of the community, and the discussion
continues to be cast into a win-lose framework” (Bard, Gardener, & Wieland, 2005,
Resistance to Consolidation section, para. 3).
Sher (1992) reports that “the majority of research on school consolidation was
done by those wanting to perpetuate the urban, industrialized mind set, and to
convince others to believe that consolidation was worthy “ [sic] rather than try to
find some objective truth” (as cited in Bard, Gardener, & Wieland, 2006, p. 42).
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Rooney and Augenblick (2009) pointed to the bias of all consolidation research “on
district size and consolidation” as being “advocacy pieces that were commissioned by
parties that support or oppose consolidation” (p. 9). To be clear, if one was looking for
research to support or oppose school district consolidation, there is an abundance of
research on both sides to support their view. This literature review attempts to balance
arguments from research that supports and opposes school district consolidation to gain a
thorough understanding of whether such a move is right for the state of North Dakota.
A careful examination of the history of consolidation showed rural education
relied on a system of one-room schoolhouses in the late 19th and early 20th centuries that
was necessary, but inefficient. As technology advanced and the population became more
urbanized, these inefficiencies were pointed out by educational reformers who viewed
rural people as backwards as incapable of operating a school system that provided a
decent education for children. These reformers called for the consolidation of rural
schools into larger urban schools that were more modernized. As rural schools dissolved,
the impact of that loss to small communities bred resentment toward people who sold
consolidation with an argument that rural people lacked the intelligence to operate
schools and educate children.
As conversations of consolidating small, rural schools have taken place in state
legislatures across the United States, rural people have felt the same sense of loss and
marginalization they have always felt when facing the loss of their schools. On the other
side, legislators face enormous pressure, especially in times of economic downturn, to
keep taxes low and keep state budgets balanced. Consolidating rural schools has always
been one of the first tools legislators reach for when discussing education cuts, leaving
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rural Americans fighting for their schools, their communities, and their identities. This
fight for efficiency has led to a state of isomorphism (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) in
education, as reformers have held up schools in larger cities as models for all schools,
including ones in rural areas, to emulate. State legislatures buy into these models, and in
an attempt to increase efficiency by achieving economy of scale advantages, they define
the ideal school size as a large school. To understand why the topic of consolidation is so
contentious, one must understand how consolidation has historically robbed rural people
of their identity as a community and taken away their control over the education of their
children. While consolidation of rural one-room schoolhouses was perceived as necessary
to reduce costs and improve a substandard education system, most rural schools today
provide a quality education, and technology and cooperation between rural schools can
help reduce inefficiencies and lower costs. States should carefully consider whether the
effects of further cuts to rural education are worth the expected benefits before accepting
consolidation as the panacea for education budget shortfalls.
Consolidation Defined
Howley, Johnson, and Petrie (2011) defined consolidation as: “(a) combining
districts and (b) closing schools and sending students from the closed schools to other
schools (or building a new and larger school)” (p. 1). While states often use other terms
to describe consolidation, Bard et al. (2006) argued that “Despite the terminology chosen
by researchers or bureaucrats, most community members continue to use the term
‘consolidation’ when referring to any type of school unification, reorganization, or
merger” (p. 41). Regardless of what terms people use to describe consolidation, the
perception of affected communities may all too often be that someone wins, and someone
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loses because of the process (Bard et al., 2006). Consequently, consolidation is often a
contentious topic.
The Origin of American Schools
The first schools in the United States were established by Puritans in the late 17th
century as concern for civility led to formation of schools as means of social control over
unregenerate members of Puritan communities (Hiner, 1973). After the United States
gained its independence, many of the founding fathers—including John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin—called for establishment of a public-school system in
the new nation. Advocating for publicly supported education in 1785, John Adams wrote:
The whole people must take upon themselves the education of the whole people
and be willing to bear the expenses of it. There should not be a district of onemile square, without a school in it, not founded by a charitable individual, but
maintained at the public expense of the people themselves. (Desnoyer, 2014, para.
2).
Even these respected voices, however, could not convince a nation wary of big
government and taxation to throw their support behind the idea of common schools.
Support for publicly funded education only gained traction when a wave of immigration
in the mid-1800s forced Americans to accept public education as a tool to civilize
immigrants they viewed as a threat (D’Amico Pawlewicz, 2020).
When public education was first established in the United States in the 1800s,
common schools were first established in urban areas, such as Boston and New York
City, and eventually the concept of establishing school systems spread to rural townships
across the country. These rural schools often were one-room schoolhouses where all
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students were taught together, regardless of age (Theobald, 1995). Due to the lack of
modern transportation, small one-room schoolhouses were built in areas where children
would be able to walk to school easily. As a result, many of these small country schools
began dotting the landscape across the country, particularly in the Midwest.
The Country School and Rural Education
Rural country schools belonged to the people of communities the schools served,
not just legally, but as a focus for community activities, such as Christmas parties,
hoedowns, suppers, dances, and even church services, as many of these schools doubled
as a church (Tyack, 1972). Because families in rural areas were often separated from their
neighbors by many miles, children often enjoyed going to country schools for the social
aspect. School was a place children of rural communities could go for social interaction
with other children in their community. When families got along well, country schools
were cohesive, and when families sparred, country schools became very contentious, and
factions of families formed as people took sides over issues.
Relations between rural families and teachers varied based on the personalities
involved, but at the end of a day, rural patrons were ultimately in control of the schools,
not the teacher (Tyack, 1972). Many of these teachers were young, lacked experience in
teaching, and received little to no formal pedagogical training. They were often forced to
conform to the standards of a community, and as such, their lives were closely
scrutinized. Male teachers were preferred in the winter when boys were more likely to
attend school, and female teachers often taught in the summer when the boys of a
community were working on farms (Tyack, 1972). Teachers had to win the affection of
their students or else risk losing their position by angering parents who controlled the
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schools. It was not unusual for older boys to run a teacher off, and some school patrons
waited in “ghoulish glee” to see if the boys would run a new teacher off (Tyack, 1972).
These factors often led to a less than ideal educational environment in many country
schools in rural areas across the country.
Due to the seasonal nature of farm work, attendance at rural country schools was
inconsistent. Because many people in rural areas considered school to be only a small,
incidental part of the total education a community provided for children, this was an
accepted way of life in rural America (Tyack, 1972). For children in rural areas, moral
and civic education was provided in church and by their family and community, and
vocational education was provided by working on a farm, or in a craftsman’s shop, or a
country store (Tyack, 1972). To rural families, their children were receiving the
education they needed to survive, and the fact that formal schooling was only a part of
the total education children were provided did not strike them as unusual, and they
certainly did not see the need to change it at that time.
Early Educational Reform Movements
In urban communities, educational reformers were calling for a change in the
national approach to education. A popular idea began to take hold of grouping students
together who were approximately the same age with the idea that these students were
roughly equal in ability and should be learning the same things at the same time. This
grading concept began in Prussia in the early 1800s and was adopted by schools in the
United States when Horace Mann brought this educational concept back to the United
States after studying the Prussian educational system as a means of educational reform
for the increasingly industrialized American society (Turner, 2010). Age-graded schools
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were believed to foster easier academic transitions for students when they moved from
the countryside to industrialized urban areas, thereby improving learning outcomes
(Fischel, 2009). Additionally, because one-room schoolteachers were often expected to
teach up to 30 different lessons across eight grades, the expectation was that age-graded
schools would be able to offer a more complete and age-appropriate education to their
students (The National Commission on School District Reorganization, 1948). This
theory led to some of the first school district consolidations beginning in the mid-1800s.
It was believed that students were getting a more thorough education by eliminating
small schools in favor of larger schools (Potter, 1967). Urban areas were the first to
experience the consolidation movement, and one of the cornerstones of the progressive
attack on rule by political machines was the formal organization of schooling under the
leadership of professional superintendents (Berry, 2006).
Urban school reformers, such as Samuel Adams Wells, were strong advocates for
graded schools. Wells believed that graded classrooms were the best way to classify
schools, stimulate school competition, and promote greater uniformity while allowing
educators to compare schools, identify the best methods of instruction, and improve
school practice (Reese, 1995). With the introduction of age graded schools, the
establishment of effective high schools as the top of the pyramid was the key to
reforming public education. As reformers convinced local schools to consolidate with
neighboring school districts, the upper levels of multiroom schools often became public
high schools (Reese, 1995).
Early school reformers and policy makers began advocating for a more “urban,
centralized model of education” (Kay, Hapgood, & Russell, 1982, p. 2). In the early
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1900s, the Country Life Movement sought to make improvements to rural areas of the
United States by bringing in urban influences in education. As part of this movement,
President Theodore Roosevelt appointed the National Commission on Rural Life in 1908,
and this began the decline of rural education in the United States (Theobald, 1995). Many
country-lifers (proponents of the Country Life Movement) were “urban academics,
journalists, writers, ministers, or businessmen who, like most urbanites of that time, had
grown up on farms” (Roth, 2002, p. 2). Country-lifers were concerned about the quality
of one-room schoolhouses; they saw them as inefficient, unprofessional, and
“backwards.” In their vision of a professionally run school, reformers drew their
inspiration from modern corporations, with its principles of “scientific” management by
experts (Berry, 2006), and reformers called for consolidation of many rural school
districts. Additionally, reformers wanted curricula in rural schools, which usually
emphasized “the three Rs,” to incorporate “nature study, agriculture, and home
economics” in their curricula (Roth, 2002, p. 3).
In 1909, the National Commission on Rural Life released their report on the status
of life in rural America, which detailed deficiencies in rural schools (Biddle & Azano,
2016). The report was quickly followed by critiques on rural schools by urban
educational reformers, led by Ellwood Cubberley, a former urban school superintendent
and advocate for school consolidation as a means to improve what he termed as “the rural
school problem” (Cubberley, 1912, p. 4). Cubberley believed in the concept that bigger is
better and that larger schools and school districts used resources much more effectively.
Cubberley wanted to close rural schools and have them consolidate into larger schools
because he believed it would improve education and make it more efficient, and he did
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not trust rural people to run their own schools. Cubberley (1914) wrote this warning
about the difficulty of the task of rural school reform:
Because the rural school is to-day in a state of arrested development, burdened by
educational traditions, lacking in effective supervision, controlled largely by rural
people, who, too often, do not realize either their own needs or the possibilities of
rural education, and taught by teachers who, generally speaking, have but little
comprehension of the rural-life problem . . . the task of reorganizing and
redirecting rural education is difficult and will necessarily be slow. (pp. 105-106)
Consolidation Comes to Rural America
Ideas and desires of rural families conflicted with policy makers and education
officials (Tyack, 1974). These groups often ignored the interests of people in rural
communities and treated them like “blank slates just waiting to absorb urban models”
(Theobald, 2021, para. 19). Rural education reforms were widely resisted by rural farmers

who did not want their children to have to travel longer distances to go to school. They
also were not happy about the proposed curriculum additions, as they felt their children’s
futures would likely be in cities, and these new courses were designed more for rural
Americans. School consolidations were gradually implemented, as rural depopulation and
outmigration shifted the population away from the country and into cities (Heinz, 2005).
By the 1940s, many one-room schoolhouses across the country had largely disappeared
(Roth, 2002). Only around 18,000 one-room school districts still existed in 1970 and by
the mid-seventies, one-room school districts within the United States were virtually
eliminated (Howley et al., 2011).
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Many ideas from the Country Life Movement’s school consolidation plans were
influenced by the rise of industry happening at that time, and emphasis the industrial
sector placed on scientific management. School reformers were trying to apply industrial
concepts to education where costs are reduced, and productivity is increased by
increasing the size of the organization (Duyar & Collins, 2008). This idea, known as
economies of scale, was applied to schools with the idea that bigger schools that served
more students could more efficiently educate students than smaller schools (Howley &
Howley, 2004). As a result of applying economies of scale theories to school systems,
larger urban schools “were adopted as the ‘one best model,’ and from this context rural
schools were judged deficient” (Bard et al., 2006, p. 40).
Perhaps the single greatest event “that enabled the systematic transformation of
American schooling, and the associated consolidation of [school] districts, was the arrival
of the automobile” (Howley et al., 2011, p. 6). The increased availability of automobiles
and improvements in roads in rural areas lessened the need for schools to be within
walking distance for students. Improvements in transportation meant students had the
means to travel to larger, consolidated districts in nearby communities that many
policymakers already viewed as a means to provide students with a more comprehensive
education (Bard et al., 2006). Additional calls for consolidation came from private
businesses, such as International Harvester (IH) who had their own profit motives behind
these calls. For IH, consolidation of rural schools meant an increased demand for their
buses. Catalogs that promoted IH buses began circulating in the 1930s as a solution to
student transportation needs (White, 1981). These improvements in transportation made it
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easier to apply economies of scale ideas to school systems, which increased the pace of
school consolidations in many small, rural districts in the United States (Figure 3).

Figure 3. International Harvester bus advertisement promoting school consolidation.
Reprinted from Where, Oh Where, Is the Little Red Schoolhouse? Advertisement by
International Harvester Company, Inc., June 17, 1940, Life Magazine, 8(25), p. 33.
Copyright 1940 by Time, Inc.
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Immediately following World War II, improving the American education system
became a national priority. In 1945, The Forty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education: American Education in the Postwar Period, Part II,
Structural Reorganization was published. In it, the authors warned that students from
small school districts would not be able to constructively participate in post-war
American life (Greene & Meadows, 1945). Additionally, they pointed out the
challenges of financing small school districts that were inefficient and required a
continuous fight for tax dollars to support them. Greene and Meadows proposed
consolidation of small school districts to save money and improve education, beginning a
period where intense pressure was placed on small school districts to reorganize. This
pressure led to the closure of tens of thousands of one room schools in rural areas and the
creation of larger, consolidated districts. The level of reorganization was so widespread
that between 1950 and 1980, “the number of school districts in the United States . . . fell
from 83,642 . . . to 15,987” (Kenny & Schmidt, 1994, p. 1).
The Sputnik launch by the Soviet Union in 1957 and the Cold War “increased
concerns that small high schools, most of which were rural, were not developing the kind
of human capital needed to promote national security (Ravitch, 1983)” (Haagenson,
2015, p. 19). Many Americans believed the American public education system was not
preparing students well enough for the future, particularly in the areas of math, science,
and engineering. Rural schools were once again the subject of scrutiny over their
perceived lack of quality education. As rural schools were consolidating with other
school districts, researchers wanted to study what the appropriate size of a school should
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be.

Conant argued that the elimination of small high schools would not only increase

course offerings but would allow school districts to operate more cost effectively.
In 1958, the American Association of School Administrators, who were working
in conjunction with the Educational Policies Commission (EPC), issued a report that
suggested that small schools may not be able to offer the math and science courses
necessary to keep the educational system in the United States competitive. In this report,
the EPC urged small school districts to consolidate with larger, more effective school
districts. The EPC reasoned that this was necessary in order to provide the diverse
curriculum needed to preserve American democracy. The EPC report also noted that the
design of American schools was the result of decisions that were made in previous
generations, and if that model did not change, schools would never be able to address the
needs of present and future students.
Much research being done touted large schools as the most efficient and effective
way to educate students. “Believing that professionals knew better about educating
children, experts were more interested in centralizing control rather than leaving
decisions to members of a local community” (Bard et al., 2006, p. 41). “The easiest way
to curb the influence of school trustees in these rural districts was to abolish as many
districts as possible—or, euphemistically, to consolidate them” (Tyack, 1999,
Questioning Lay Control section, para. 2). Bard et al. (2006) described the condescending
attitude displayed towards people in rural areas:
Parents and educators in rural communities who were interested in preparing
students for life rather than educating them as “human capital” to contribute more
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to the nation’s well-being, were considered backward and not knowledgeable
enough to know what was best for education. (p. 41)
Between 1930 and 1960, education reformers aggressively pursued consolidation
to improve education and reduce K-12 costs. Their success reduced the number of school
districts in the United States from about 120,000 in 1930, to fewer than 21,000 in 1960
(Burnette, 2020a). One-room schoolhouses experienced the worst of consolidations.
According to Tyack and Cohen (1995), “between 1930 and 1980 the number of one-room
schools nose-dived from 130,000 to less than 1,000” (p. 19). The rapid pace of
consolidations slowed significantly in the 1960s, however, as the desegregation ruling of
the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education (1954) was finally being enforced.
White parents throughout the country, and particularly in the South, resisted efforts by
the federal government to “force local school districts to racially integrate with
neighboring districts” (Burnette, 2020a, It Starts With the Lines section, para. 4).
Rural America was hit by a series of economic downturns in the 1970s that were
the impetus of major migration to urban areas where jobs were more plentiful. This was
followed by a farm crisis in the 1980s, as many family farms folded because modern
farming techniques were increasingly dependent on large scale operations to realize a
profit. These events led to a large decline in student enrollment in many small, rural
school districts, which increased the cost of educating students who remained. “Declining
enrollment [in schools] . . . appeared to be most severe in the Midwest . . . , [from] states
like North Dakota and Montana, . . . , to the southern regions of West Texas and New
Mexico (Schwartzbeck, 2003)” (Johnson, 2014, p. 36). “To save teacher jobs and
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maintain quality curricula, some rural school districts began voluntarily consolidating
programs and facilities” (Bard et al., 2006, p. 41).
“In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education released . . . A
Nation at Risk” (Mehta, 2015, p. 20), a report “sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Education but largely written by a group of prominent academics” (Mehta, 2015, p. 20).
This report warned that “the educational foundations of our society are presently being
eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a
people" (Gardner et al., 1983, p. 5). To support their case, the report cited a variety of
academic indicators such as high rates of illiteracy, inferior performance on international
comparisons, and a steady decline in Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) scores from 1963
to 1980 (Mehta, 2015). Proponents of educational reform continued to echo previous
thoughts that schools should be producing students who had the skills and values to
contribute to a national, social economic order (DeYoung & Howley, 1990).
Consolidation was once again viewed as one of the ways to solve the issue.
The 2008 economic recession in the United States, coupled with unstable global
markets, led state legislatures around the country to consider school district consolidation
once again as a means of cutting costs and saving public spending (Barkin, 2014). Since
2000, several states, including Arizona, Arkansas, California, Illinois, Iowa, Maine,
Montana, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Virginia have enacted some form of mandated
consolidation legislation according to the National Conference of State Legislatures
(Russo, 2006). The 2008 recession caused “states across the nation [to] face estimated
aggregate budget gaps of over $83 billion for the 2011 fiscal year” (Effiom, 2014, p. 33).
A survey by the American Association of School Administrators showed that “6 percent
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of school districts [nationwide] closed or consolidated schools during the 2008-2009
school year. Another 11 percent were considering school closings or consolidations in
2010-2011” (Effiom, 2014, p.33).
The most recent recession, brought on by COVID-19, will surely have more states
looking at consolidation to save money. Fiscal analysts expect U.S. school districts to
lose more than $200 billion in revenue and more than 300,000 teachers to lose their jobs
in the next 2 years (Burnette, 2020b). Districts have collectively spent over $700 billion
in 2020; however, that money was distributed to schools in an inefficient, inequitable
way, which has put many districts on the brink of insolvency (Burnette, 2020b). “As state
and federal governments scramble to respond to the pandemic,” it is important to note
“that further consolidation is not always the answer” (Secondo, 2020, para. 5). While
“some communities may decide consolidation is right for them, . . . state governments
should not simply endorse consolidation and walk away” (Secondo, 2020, para. 5).
As of June 2020, the COVID-19 recession had closed 52 private schools in the
nation, with 43 of those schools being Catholic and representing 6,700 students in areas
with higher-than-average Black and Hispanic students (Sparks, 2020). There have been
several reasons this has been happening to schools. First, parents, who have lost their jobs
or become underemployed may not be able to pay the tuition for their children to attend a
private school. Tuition payments comprise a sizable portion of private schools’ operating
budgets. Other funds come in through fundraising, but people are less able to afford to
donate, and many fundraising events have gone virtual. Third, Catholic and other faithbased schools have not received the amount of government relief public schools have.
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Lastly, Catholic schools have usually been able to count on their parish or diocese for
help, but the pandemic has left higher echelons short on cash as well (Sparks, 2020).
Private schools in wealthier areas, however, have seen a significant increase in
enrollment for the 2020-2021 school year because of COVID-19. Wealthier families want
to take advantage of these private schools who offer . . .
. . . small class sizes and large outdoor spaces that make social distancing easier,
in addition to endowments and donations that have made it possible to upgrade air
filtration systems, revamp nurses’ offices, set up tented classrooms outside, secure
COVID-19 testing and hire more staff. (Reilly, 2020, para. 9)
Richard Kahlenberg, as cited in Reilly (2020), stated, “Schools are highly unequal. But
the ability of families to provide education is even more unequal” (para. 5).
Public and private schools in more affluent areas are more likely to absorb the
financial impacts of the COVID-19 recession. Private schools in less affluent areas are
more likely to lose a substantial number of students or even close their doors. Public
schools in those areas would likely gain many of those students, adding to the financial
strain they are already experiencing. This could possibly lead to more consolidations as
schools look to become more efficient in order to survive.
“Because many states see consolidation as a way to effectively cut education
spending, state governments try to encourage consolidation,” which has often led to a
lack of long-term follow through by states. For example, Massachusetts “failed to provide
regional districts with $17 million that they should have received,” while “other states use
aggressive incentive programs that practically force districts to consolidate” (Secondo,
2020, para. 9). Often, in rural communities, schools are the largest employers, and
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forcing schools to close due to consolidation leads to loss of many jobs. Secondo (2020)
stated, “According to Sipple, even if consolidation offers more specialized teachers and
cocurricular activities, it yields ‘no financial windfall’” (para. 8).
The History of Consolidation in North Dakota
North Dakota provided a system of education for children even before statehood.
Upon statehood, the North Dakota Constitution was adopted in 1889, which “provided
for a system of public schools” that were to be “free from sectarian control” (ND
Constitution) and “extend through all grades, including the collegiate level” (Robinson,
2017, p. 296). Enrollment in public schools grew rapidly with new settlement in North
Dakota. In 1900, North Dakota schools had approximately 78,000 students enrolled, and
by 1920, that number had more than doubled to 168,000 students (Robinson, 2017). This
rate of growth gave the state more schools than it was able to adequately support.
Students in rural North Dakota who attended one-room schoolhouses were often
hindered in their education by the language and schedules of their families. Many
students were children of immigrants who often spoke their native languages in their
homes, which caused some initial difficulty understanding the English spoken by their
teachers (Robinson, 2017). These students, however, were eager to learn and most
quickly picked up the language. The demands of farming often negatively affected school
attendance, with the average student only attending 84 days per year in the 1910s. Only
30% of farm boys completed sixth grade, as opposed to 86% of urban students, and only
1% of farm boys completed high school (Robinson, 2017). Rural teachers were often
farmers’ daughters who held only second-grade elementary certificates, while 93% of
town teachers were graduates of college or “normal” schools (Robinson, 2017; Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Percent of North Dakota pupils enrolled in one-room schoolhouses, 1920-1964.
Reprinted from “Consolidation and elimination of North Dakota school districts: A
research note,” by N. Bauroth, 2018, Online Journal of Rural Research & Policy, 13(3),
Article 1, p. 3. Copyright 2018 by New Prairie Press (free and open access).
School Reform in North Dakota
A combination of high cost and poor quality in rural schools in North Dakota was
an example of what Cubberley (1912) coined “the rural problem” (p. 4). Reformers
within North Dakota were looking at ways to improve education and save money through
consolidation. Neil MacDonald was one early advocate for North Dakota moving away
from one-room schoolhouses. MacDonald began his career in education at the age of 16
as a teacher in a one-room schoolhouse in Cavalier County, North Dakota. In 1896,
MacDonald graduated from Mayville Normal School and completed his Bachelor of Arts
(B.A.) and Master of Arts (M.A.) at the University of North Dakota before earning his
education doctorate (Ed.D.) from Harvard after completing his dissertation on Rural
Schools and Rural Public Consolidation (Robinson, 2017). MacDonald wrote:
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There are over 15,000 boys on farms in North Dakota, between the ages of 11 and
16 who only see four months’ school each year, because those boys… are
compelled to do the work of men on the farms…. The country boy, in the average
country school has a second-grade teacher—for the well-trained teachers won’t go
out to the country schools at the wages paid—and a school-room with medieval
heating, lighting and ventilation, no library, and a term of seven months. And he
is robbed of three months of that. (as cited in Robinson, 2017, p. 299)
North Dakota passed its first consolidation laws in 1899, which began the slow
process of school consolidation in the state. “The first consolidated school opened in
1901, and by 1909 there were fifty-one consolidated schools in twenty-one counties”
(Robinson, 2017, p. 300). In 1911, the state passed a series of progressive education laws
based on recommendations from a committee chaired by Joseph Kennedy, dean of the
University of North Dakota’s Teachers College (Robinson, 2017). These laws provided
state aid to raise standards of rural schools, required higher qualifications for North
Dakota teachers, and encouraged consolidation of small schools (Robinson, 2017). These
laws also “created the position of rural and graded school inspector and made it the
inspector’s duty to promote consolidation” (Robinson. 2017, p. 301). Neil MacDonald
was appointed to this position; and during his tenure, MacDonald spread his message all
over the state, and brought in rural-school experts from cities like Boston and
Washington D.C. to aid county superintendents and the state education department.
MacDonald’s efforts helped bring much needed improvements and consolidations to
North Dakota schools (Robinson, 2017).
Consolidation in North Dakota
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The Great Plains have experienced consolidation to a large degree. Railroads and
small farms drove growth in the region from the 1880s to the 1930s. As technological
developments in farming techniques made farming more efficient, many small family
farms were absorbed by larger farming operations. As farming technology became more
advanced and industrialization was creating factory jobs in cities, population shifted from
rural farms to urban areas (Bryant, 2002). This shift had a dramatic effect on enrollment
numbers in rural school districts, many of which operated with one-room schoolhouses.
This shift resulted in several rural districts consolidating with larger, more populous
school districts better able to provide educational services to students (Figure 5).
Like other states in the Great Plains, the effects of urbanization were felt in North
Dakota. The population of North Dakota hit its twentieth-century peak of 680,845
residents in 1930, and by 1970, the population had dropped to 617,761, a drop of 9.3% in
just 4 decades (Bauroth, 2018). This population decline hit hardest in rural North Dakota
and has continued to affect rural areas across the United States up to the time of this
report. In 1910, “more than 54 percent of the . . . population lived in rural areas” (Cicha,
2017, p. 1), and that number fell to “just over 19 percent” in 2010 (Cicha, 2017, p. 1).
Bauroth (2018) pointed out how the population shift affected rural North Dakota by
stating, “This decline was unevenly distributed: population loss was greatest amongst
rural counties in the interior and western portions of the state. Counties with large cities,
such as Cass and Grand Forks, experienced substantial growth” (p. 2).
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Figure 5. Number of operating school districts in North Dakota, 1920-1976. Reprinted
from “Consolidation and elimination of North Dakota school districts: A research note,”
by N. Bauroth, 2018, Online Journal of Rural Research & Policy, 13(3), Article 1, p. 4.
Copyright 2018 by New Prairie Press (free and open access).
The Great Depression in the 1930s took a hard toll on school districts in North
Dakota. Many people were unable to pay their property taxes, which put many districts in
a difficult situation financially because property taxes were the main source of school
funding at the time in North Dakota. This lack of funding caused some school
consolidations in an effort to reduce costs. Additionally, many school boards were forced
to reduce teacher salaries, which left North Dakota schools with a teacher shortage that
forced school districts to hire poorly prepared teachers for many years (Robinson, 2017).
This led to a situation where North Dakota students often received a low-quality
education.
This reality became evident during the Korean War in the early 1950s when 13%
of North Dakota’s Army draftees failed the standard test known as the Armed Forces
Qualification test, compared to 2.2% of Minnesota draftees (Robinson, 2017). During the
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1951-1952 school year, of the 2,697 rural teachers in North Dakota, 81% had one year of
college or less, with 15% having never attended college at all (Robinson, 2017). To
improve education in the state, North Dakota instituted higher qualification standards for
teachers. A second piece of the effort to improve education in the state was to consolidate
school districts. School administrators and scholars again argued that one-room schools
were inefficient and did not offer a quality education (Robinson, 2017).
The Great Depression substantially changed the population of North Dakota due
to people leaving the state in large numbers. At the start of the Depression in 1930, North
Dakota had more than 680,000 residents, but by 1950, the state had roughly 620,000
people, representing a nearly 10% loss (Easter, 2020; Figure 6). Despite these large
population shifts across North Dakota, the number of school districts throughout the state
grew slightly from 1920 to 1950. In 1920, there were 2,214 school districts, and by 1950,
that number had grown slightly to 2,250, despite a 32% decline in student enrollment,
which fell from 168,446 students in 1920 to 114,488 in 1950 (Bauroth, 2018). Many
school districts across the state continued to operate with very few students enrolled in
schools. In 1946, there were 161 school districts across the state that “did not have a
single operating school [in their district] at all” (Bauroth, 2018, p. 3).
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Figure 6. North Dakota population, 1920-2019. Reprinted from “The Great Depression
and prairie populism,” by S. Easter, October 4, 2020, Grand Forks Herald [Online], para.
10. Copyright 2020 by the Grand Forks Herald. Reprinted With Permission (Appendix
C).
In conjunction with the national push for improving education after World War II,
the North Dakota legislature passed “House Bill 43 for the reorganization of school
districts” (Bauroth, 2018, p. 5) in 1947. This law created a state committee that
“transmitted instructions for school reorganization to county superintendents of public
instruction across the state” (Bauroth, 2018, p. 6). Slowly, the number of school districts
in North Dakota began a decrease that lasted well into the 1960s. The total number of
school districts in North Dakota had fallen to only 627 school districts in 1965 (Bauroth,
2018).
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Strong opposition to district consolidation at the local level was a large barrier to
overcome in the attempt to consolidate districts to a level that was consistent with the
population. Bauroth (2018) pointed out six reasons why there was such strong opposition
to consolidating school districts in North Dakota:
1.

“Public schools were largely funded through [local] property taxes” (p. 5)
and “people living in small, low-taxing districts” (p. 5) feared having their
taxes raised if they lived in a larger district.

2.

State aid was paid “on a per-school rather than a per pupil basis” (p. 5),
which was extremely beneficial to small districts.

3.

Many school districts did not operate a high school, and state laws at the
time required the districts that had high schools to pay for both transporting
and educating students from these small districts. This system clearly
worked to the benefit of small districts by forcing other districts to pay much
of the cost of educating their students.

4.

The lack of decent roads in North Dakota made it difficult to transport kids
to other districts safely especially in the cold winter months.

5.

School board members of small districts did not want to give up the prestige
and the stipend that was paid to board members.

6.

Many people in small districts felt that closing the school would be “a final
blow to [their] struggling communities.” (p. 5)

In the 1980s, the North Dakota legislature began making changes to consolidation
laws in an attempt to encourage consolidation. “In 1985, the North Dakota legislative
assembly revised laws dealing with school district annexation, reorganization, and
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dissolution by repealing Chapter 15-53.1 of the North Dakota Century Code” (Johnson,
2014, p. 22) to cover schools under the law “who were already working on the process”
(Johnson, 2014, p. 22) of consolidating, reorganizing, or dissolving school districts. “The
North Dakota legislative assembly passed another emergency measure to the North
Dakota Century Code’s School District Reorganization law” (Johnson, 2014, p. 22) in
1989, which gave approved districts “$200,000 toward establishing planning grants”
(Johnson, 2014, p. 22) to help districts restructure. In 1999, the North Dakota Legislature
passed legislation that “ensured school districts participating in reorganization efforts that
per student payments would not be reduced during the reorganization process” (Johnson,
2014, p. 23). Additionally, the legislative assembly “passed Section 13 requiring the
legislative council to study educational equity and educational delivery in both rural and
urban school districts” (Johnson, 2014, p. 24). Johnson pointed out that despite the state
spending “over $1.4 million . . . dollars into the planning stages of reorganization plans,
most . . . proposed plans were defeated by [a] vote of . . . local citizens” (Johnson, 2014,
p. 24), leading the state to seek new ways to deal with population shifts and declining
enrollments in rural North Dakota schools. This would likely come in the form of state
mandated consolidations.
North Dakota Funding Formula
Beginning in the Fall of 2013, the state of North Dakota began using a new
funding formula based on recommendations from a research study conducted by Odden,
Picus, Goetz, Aportela, and Archibald (2008). State aid in North Dakota would be based
on average daily membership (ADM) or average number of students enrolled in a school
for a given time period from the previous school year. Additional weighting factors
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included: alternative high schools, special education, at-risk students (students receiving
free/reduced lunches), English Language Learners (ELL students), summer school
students, and isolated districts. The new funding formula also made adjustments based on
contributions from property taxes and contributions from other local revenues (Appendix
D, North Dakota State Aid to Schools Payment Worksheet).
The new funding formula created in 2013 was not imposed on many small rural
schools because these schools would be financially harmed by the switch. A hold
harmless clause was put into effect that held these schools, known as transition minimum
school districts, to at least their 2012 funding levels. For many small rural districts, there
was a significant gap between what the district would have been paid under the new
formula and what they were actually paid based on the hold harmless clause in the law.
The 2019 North Dakota Legislative session passed Senate Bill 2265 into law. This
law reset the baseline funding year to the 2018-2019 school year for transition minimum
schools. Additionally, starting with the 2021-2022 school year, the amount transition
minimum schools would receive above the funding formula would be reduced by 15%.
This amount would be cut and additional 15% per year until all transition minimum
schools were on the same funding formula as other schools. To help make up some
money lost through funding cuts, the state began to incrementally increase the school size
weighting factor from 1.36 to 1.72 for school districts with fewer than 110 students
(Appendix E, North Dakota Funding Formula, Phase in Approach to Factors).
Even though the school size weighting factor increased, effects of Senate Bill
2265 will still have devastating impacts on the smallest school districts unless they are
able to drastically increase their enrollments by the end of the 7-year reduction period.
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Many may be forced to consider dissolution or reorganization that may not have
otherwise considered such a move.
Advantages of School Consolidation
To support his argument in favor of consolidating rural school districts in the
early 1900s, Ellwood P. Cubberley listed three distinct advantages to larger schools: (a)
more specialized instruction, achieved by dividing students based on age, subject area,
and ability; (b) a reduced ratio of administrators to teachers, creating a more centralized
and more efficient system of administration, and (c) better facilities at lower costs (Berry,
2004). Today, arguments in favor of consolidation of schools or districts “rest primarily
on two presumed benefits: (1) fiscal efficiency and (2) higher educational quality”
(Howley et al., 2011, Executive Summary, para. 1). Historically, the push for
consolidation focused primarily on improving instruction; however, discussion about
school district consolidation in state legislatures in recent years leading up to this study
has focused more on financial savings that could be realized through the consolidation
process. Depew, as cited in Bolkan (2013), noted, "School consolidation is often sold on
the economic argument or promise that it will save money” (para. 5). Strange, as cited in
Bolkan (2013) stated, "On the surface most of the arguments [favoring consolidation] are
not economic. . . . In reality, it's always about the money” (para. 4). The argument that
consolidation will save money becomes even more attractive to state legislatures during
times of economic uncertainty, such as a recession.
Researchers conducting studies endorsed by the “Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Kentucky, Indiana, and Michigan” Departments of Education have suggested that
“advantages of consolidation greatly outweigh the disadvantages” (Self, 2001, p. 72).
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Significant savings in instructional and administrative costs may be realized by
consolidating small school districts (Andrews, Duncombe, & Yinger, 2002). Evidence
shows that school district consolidation can result in lower per-pupil costs, particularly
when small districts merge (Zimmer et al., 2009). Duncombe, Miner, and Ruggiero
(1995) found that consolidating school districts with fewer than 500 students can save a
substantial amount of money and added that states that are considering consolidation
should take a close look at school districts in their states that have fewer than 500 pupils.
For North Dakota and other largely rural states, consolidating districts with fewer
than 500 pupils would be a challenging task. Numbers from the North Dakota
Department of Public Instruction (n.d.) showed, at the time of this study, there were 172
school districts in the state, and of those 172, only 33 districts had enrollments of 500 or
greater. North Dakota would have to consider consolidating 81% of the school districts in
the state to meet Duncombe et al.’s (1995) threshold. While consolidations of this scale
would likely never happen in North Dakota, there are certainly small districts where
consolidation could be advantageous.
In addition to financial benefits of consolidation, scholars and economists have
believed larger school systems can offer a greater range of educational opportunities at
lower cost (Fox, 1981). Eliminating small schools in favor of larger ones has been thought
to give students access to a more comprehensive education. This idea began as early as the
mid-1800s (Bard et al., 2006). School consolidation typically leads to a broader range of

courses and more electives. Smaller schools typically cannot offer the variety of courses
available in more urban schools due to lack of demand for courses and lack of specialized
teachers. Small schools often offer basic courses necessary to graduate with limited
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choices in elective courses, while larger schools have the student numbers to justify
offering a wider variety of classes.
Because consolidated schools can share courses and facilities, students have more
course options available to them after consolidation. This course sharing leads to a more
varied curriculum because a larger enrollment results in less elimination of classes
(Brigman, 2009). Consolidated schools usually offer more electives and advanced
placement classes than smaller schools (Benton, 1992; Nitta, Holley, & Wrobel, 2010;
Self, 2001). An increase in curriculum offerings often extends to professional
development opportunities for educators, as students and educators have experienced
academic and professional benefits after consolidation. Nitta et al. (2010) supported this
notion in stating:
Students and educators generally experienced academic and professional benefits
after consolidation. Teachers experienced improved working conditions and
professional development opportunities after consolidation, and both moving and
receiving students received broader course offerings, with more Advanced
Placement and vocational courses. (p. 2)
Barriers to Consolidation
One of the largest barriers to consolidation has come from the role of high school
sports. Despite academic improvements that may be realized through consolidation, many
communities resist consolidation to protect their sports teams. There is a saying that the
hardest animal in the world to kill is a school mascot, and that is a testament to the deep
connection people have to the athletic programs of their community schools. “School
leaders . . . consistently reported the most difficult, emotional and contentious challenge
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in consolidating small districts is dealing with the fears [people in] rural towns have of
losing their identities, which are inextricably entangled with athletic teams, colors and
mascots” (Graves, 2010, “Identity Loss” section, para. 2). Losing a school and its colors
and mascot would be to surrender one’s identity, and many communities fear that once
their school goes, their town will be the next to die, and for this reason, many politicians
are hesitant to bring up the issue (Graves, 2010). Because “school colors and a mascot
provide a common thread that runs through generations as symbols of a town’s character
and history,” school leaders report that “adults have more emotional difficulty accepting
consolidation than do students” (Graves, 2010, “Power of Identity” section, para. 3).
In small, rural communities, fewer students mean that students have a better
chance to make varsity teams and get playing time. Many parents resist consolidations
because they want their children to have these opportunities and fear they would not have
them in a larger district. Larger schools, however, offer more choices with sports and
clubs, so more opportunities exist for those students in different areas.
While sports have been barriers to consolidation, sports have also been the
impetus for school efforts to share costs to avoid consolidation. Minnesota has been on
the front lines of these efforts, where “hundreds of school districts have forestalled
consolidation by forging agreements [called cooperative sponsorships] in which they
create common athletic teams, while also sharing some services and staff, including
central administrators and buses” (Graves, 2010, “Cooperation First” section, para. 1).
Minnesota became “the first state to allow . . . cooperative sponsorships in 1979,” and
“today, more than 1,000 school districts join forces to field sports teams and share
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resources,” an idea which has now spread to several other states (Graves, 2010,
“Cooperation First” section, para. 1).
While it has been widely believed consolidation saves money, some recent
research (Bard et al, 2006; Killeen & Sipple, 2000) has refuted those claims in some
incidences, showing that cost increases in other areas may negate savings realized
through consolidation. These increased costs associated with district consolidation
present another barrier to consolidation. The most obvious example comes with increased
transportation costs. These costs rise for several reasons including increased fuel usage,
increased labor costs for bus drivers, wear and tear on buses, and bus replacement costs.
Another cost that may be a factor in some consolidations is new school construction.
Some consolidations require new schools or additions to existing structures to be built to
accommodate larger student bodies. Increased labor costs may also result as teachers and
other staff are likely to get paid a higher wage at a larger district. When taken together,
these costs may negate much of the savings that consolidation promises, which makes
consolidation less likely to occur.
Along with increases in transportation costs come increases in transportation time
for students. Communities that have experienced consolidation “often cite increased bus
ride time as the most contentious aspect of consolidation” (Killeen & Sipple, 2000, p.
11). As the size of a district increases, students on “the edges of the new [district]
boundary must travel further to attend their school” with some rural students having to
travel up to 2 hours each way (Killeen & Sipple, 2000, p. 11). Some have felt increased
transportation times should be quantified and added to costs of consolidation. Guthrie
(1980) argued:
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No study of scale economies of rural schools has attempted to account for
increased student transportation time as a consequence of consolidation. In many
rural areas collapse of small schools into larger units has resulted in students
riding the school bus up to 60 minutes in each direction. If a price were attached
to their time, cost savings in larger rural districts might decline substantially. (p.
124)
Bard et al. (2006) summed up arguments against the position that school district
consolidation is an easy solution:
School consolidation produces less fiscal benefit and greater fiscal cost than it
promises. While some costs, particularly administrative costs may decline in the
short run, they are replaced by other expenditures, especially transportation and
more specialized staff. The loss of schools also negatively affects the tax base and
fiscal capacity of the district. These costs are often borne disproportionately by
low-income and minority communities. (p. 43)
Another barrier is that many people in rural areas are staunch supporters of small
rural school districts and will fight hard to keep their schools open. “Studies found that
when community interests were ignored during consolidation proceedings, educational
absenteeism and community disintegration increased” (Bard et al, 2006, p. 41).
People in rural communities resist consolidation based on concerns they have
over what will happen in the event consolidation does occur. According to The Guide to
the Reorganization of School Districts in New York State (New York State Education
Department, 2015), the following concerns are what makes a successful reorganization
effort difficult to achieve:
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1.

A fear of losing local identity;

2.

A perception that the communities are incompatible or that one district will
benefit more from the merger than the other;

3.

An uncertainty over representation on the Board of Education and whether
or not the new district will actually operate as implied during the study
process;

4.

An assumption that a larger student enrollment will result in less individual
attention, more discipline and drug problems, and fewer opportunities for
students to participate in sports and other extra-curricular activities;

5.

A belief that new programs, staffing and building improvements will result
in higher costs and require local property tax increases in spite of additional
state incentive aid;

6.

A concern that children will be required to spend more time being bussed to
and from school;

7.

A fear of losing job security by local school district employees;

8.

A natural tendency to resist change and a reluctance to give up "what is" for
"what might be."
(“V. Why Reorganization is Difficult to Achieve” section)
Advantages Small Schools Have Over Large Schools

Advocates for small, rural schools have argued that small schools have several
advantages over large schools. Jimerson (2006), for example, listed 10 reasons why small
rural schools produce greater academic achievements and social benefits:
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1.

“A higher percentage of students in smaller schools participate in extracurricular activities” (p. 7), and they “participate in a wider variety of
[extracurricular] activities than students in larger schools” (p. 7). Research
links participation in extra-curricular activities to higher student
achievement, greater school engagement, and higher self-concept.

2.

“Small schools are safer” (p. 7) and have fewer discipline problems than
larger schools.

3.

Students in small schools have a greater sense of connectedness and
belonging.

4.

“Small class size allows more individualized instruction” (p. 7).

5.

Good teaching methods, such as flexible scheduling, looping, and integrated
curriculum are easier to implement.

6.

Teachers are “more satisfied with their positions, have less absenteeism,
collaborate more with colleagues, and take greater responsibility for student
learning” (pp. 10-11).

7.

“Mixed ability classes avoid condemning some students to low
expectations” (p. 7).

8.

“Multiage classes promote personalized learning and encourage positive
social interactions” (p. 7).

9.

Small districts were associated with higher academic achievement, and this
association is especially pronounced for high poverty districts (Abbott,
Joireman, & Stroh, 2002; Howley, 1996; Walberg, 1992).
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10.

Having “more grades in one school [building] alleviate[s] many problems of
transitions to new schools” (p. 7).
Alternatives to Consolidation

Rooney and Augenblick (2009) listed three alternatives to consolidation: “statesupported educational service agencies” (p. 21), “regional cost/service sharing” (p. 22),
and “distance learning” (p. 23). The first alternative, state-supported educational service
agencies, are in place in many states, including North Dakota. Regional Education
Associations (REAs) in North Dakota are valuable to rural districts by offering
professional development opportunities for teachers, organizing distance learning and
career and technical education opportunities, providing behavioral health support, and
offering opportunities that rural districts would have difficulty finding and affording on
their own, such as electronic nursing services and before after school programs. REAs are
an important partner in education for North Dakota schools, and they are critical for the
smallest North Dakota schools.
Special education units are another example of state-supported educational
service agencies that are critical for North Dakota rural schools. Special education units
contract with rural school districts to bring specialized services, such as speech language
pathologists, school psychologists, and occupational and physical therapy to rural
students. On their own, North Dakota school districts would not be able to afford to hire
these specialized professionals, but by sharing the costs of special education services with
other school districts through special education units, students in rural districts are able to
receive the support and services they need to learn at a cost that is affordable.
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Rooney and Augenblick’s (2009) second alternative to consolidation, regional
cost/service sharing, has often been facilitated in North Dakota by state-supported
educational service agencies, but there are many examples outside of those agencies of
schools working together or with other outside agencies to cut costs. In North Dakota, the
state legislature has authorized and encouraged such collaborative participation through
Joint Powers Agreements (JPAs). The North Dakota Century Code explains JPAs as:
Any county, city, township, city park district, school district, or other political
subdivision of this state, upon approval of its respective governing body, may
enter into an agreement with any other political subdivision of this state for the
cooperative or joint administration of any power or function that is authorized by
law or assigned to one or more of them. (Joint Powers Agreements Act, n.d., N.D.
Cent. Code § 54-40.3-01, para. 1)
JPAs can be between districts, such as two or more school districts sharing staff
development services, or a school district can sign a JPA with a community, such as for
shared services of a skating rink.
Rooney and Augenblick’s (2009) third alternative to consolidation, distance
learning, has been happening in schools for many years. Advocates for small schools
often argue that consolidation may not be necessary because small districts can cut costs
and improve educational quality by supplementing their instruction with distant learning
options, as technology brings greater access to students in rural classrooms. In North
Dakota, there are consortiums that offer courses through interactive television (ITV),
where a teacher from one district instructs students in other districts for a fee. There is
also the North Dakota Center for Distance Education (NDCDE), which offers many
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different courses in an online format. Additionally, many universities offer online dual
credit classes to high school students who are motivated and able to take them, which
offers the added benefit that students can enter college with several of their general
education requirements already met.
Critics of distance learning models for supplementing instruction in rural schools
argue that distance learning is not as effective as having a teacher in the classroom, may
present scheduling conflicts, and may disadvantage students who do not have access to
technology (Rooney & Augenblick, 2009). While larger schools do offer more courses
and extracurricular activities, rural schools are finding ways to close the gap, although the
concerns about distance learning models, which the current COVID-19 pandemic have
highlighted, must be addressed to ensure quality of instruction and equitable access.
Common School Districts and Union Free School Districts
The state of New York created a model for the more efficient operation of its
small rural schools that has worked for over 200 years. In this model, there are two types
of schools that operate K-6 or K-8 school districts: common school districts and union
free school districts.
Common School Districts
The Guide to the Reorganization of School Districts in New York State (New
York State Education Department, 2015), defined a common school district as follows:
The common school district is the oldest of the existing types, having its basis in
legislation enacted in 1812. Common school districts do not have the legal
authority to operate a high school, although, like all school districts, common
districts are responsible for insuring a secondary education for resident children.
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As a consequence, common school districts designate the high school of a
neighboring school district—or districts—to which the common district will send
its children. As of July 1, 1998 there were 10 common school districts operating
in the State. (II.1 Common School Districts section, para. 1).
Union Free School Districts
Union free school districts are defined in The Guide to the Reorganization of
School Districts in New York State (New York State Education Department, 2015):
In order to provide education on a broader and more effective basis, the 1853
session of the Legislature established the union free school district. As originally
conceived, the legislation contemplated two or more common school districts
joining to provide a high school. Many of the early union free districts had
boundaries coterminous with, or close to, the boundaries of a village or city.
Although the original purpose of the union free district was to provide for
a secondary education, about one-sixth of these districts currently do not operate a
high school. Today, 151 union free school districts operate, of which 30 provide
only elementary education. Eleven of the latter are components of a central high
school district; the balance provides secondary education services by contracting
with a neighboring district. An additional 16 union free districts have been
established solely to serve to children resident in specified childcare institutions;
these are often referred to as "special act" school districts. (II.2 Union Free School
Districts section, paras. 1-2).
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Summary
School consolidations have been occurring in North Dakota for over 100 years.
Considering the prevalence of one room schoolhouses in North Dakota in the past and
problems they faced, the educational structure in North Dakota would be financially
unsustainable under that model. The literature review of this study showed consolidations
of one-room schoolhouses have historically reduced educational costs for the state and
improved educational outcomes for students in rural North Dakota. However, it must be
noted that the concept of economies of scale in business models have not always
translated well when applied to public educational systems. Increased costs in variables,
such as transportation and salaries and benefits for personnel, can significantly reduce the
amount districts save through consolidation. Therefore, when considering consolidations,
school districts and the state must consider these cost increases in their consolidation
feasibility studies.
It is also important to note that rural schools are no longer run by local school
boards and administrators who are woefully unqualified to do so, nor are they taught by
unqualified teachers who are giving their students a second-rate education. The impetus
for early school consolidation was often based on the contempt that many urban
reformers had for rural Americans. These reformers often operated on the notion that they
knew what was best for rural people. This attitude seems to persist today, and likely plays
a role in the urban-rural division prevalent in the United States at the time of this study.
Rural people fear for their schools, which often outperform many urban schools today.
The literature showed consolidation has been necessary to improve schools and
promote efficiency from the days when North Dakota had a high percentage of people
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living in rural areas, and a lack of transportation made it necessary to have many one
room schoolhouses. The literature, however, was mixed over whether consolidations
would save a significant amount of money for the state in later times like the time of this
study. Most indications showed consolidations would save some money, but that
increases in other expenses would likely limit the savings the state could expect when
consolidations do occur. While the state can play a role in helping districts during the
consolidation process by helping eliminate financial and logistical barriers in the process,
the literature supported leaving the ultimate decision to consolidate to school districts,
rather than by state mandate, as there have been several advantages identified in keeping
small schools available to students.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Chapter III describes research methods used in this study including the purpose of
the study, research questions and design, and data collection and analysis. The chapter
also describes participant selection, validation techniques, ethical considerations, and
researcher reflexivity. This study focused on experiences of alumni from a small rural
school district in northwest North Dakota, spanning from the 1960s to the 2010s. While
150 years of consolidations and isomorphic change have created a narrowly defined ideal
school size, this school district stands as an outlier to that definition. There has been a
lack of research addressing how people in rural communities are affected when small
rural schools face being dissolved or consolidated with a larger neighboring district.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to better understand why educational
experiences of alumni from small rural schools are valuable and why there has been
resistance among alumni to dissolution or reorganization of small rural school districts in
North Dakota. The study focused on how place attachment affected how alumni of a
small rural school in North Dakota perceived the potential closure of their school. While
there has been extensive research on the pros and cons of school consolidation, this study
addressed a lack of qualitative research on how people in rural communities are affected
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when small rural schools are forced to close. Information resulting from this study was
analyzed and used to produce recommendations that may assist state legislators in
bringing about changes to N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12 (n.d.), which deals with school
district annexation, reorganization, and dissolution. This information may also be useful
to state departments of public instruction, local school boards, and state school board
associations, in working with people in small rural communities when school
consolidation or dissolution becomes the best alternative of a district or the state.
Research Questions
This flexible design qualitative study focused on perceptions alumni of a small
rural school district have concerning their school. The following research questions
guided the researcher in this study:
1.

What value do alumni of a small rural school place on their experiences at
the school?

2.

How should the North Dakota state legislature proceed when weighing the
rights of small rural districts to exist with the interests of being good
stewards of taxpayer dollars?
Research Design

Qualitative research provides an opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of the
viewpoints and perspectives of people in relation to a problem (Creswell, 2009; Yin,
2011). The use of grounded theory as a research methodology was implemented within
this flexible research design framework and consisted of developing theory around the
dissonance between the goals of state legislatures to maximize economic efficiency and
local actors who seek to keep their schools and communities intact. This grounded theory
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study was designed to generate or discover “abstract, conceptual understandings of the
studied phenomena” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 6). Grounded theory is a logical choice for
research on the impact of a policy as contentious as consolidation because we are looking
for the relationships between the policy and the people who stand to be impacted,
whether positively or negatively, by that policy. Strauss and Corbin (1990) asserted
grounded theory can be “used to gain novel and fresh slants on things about which quite a
bit is already known” (p. 19).
For Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT), sampling is designed to assist in
development of the theory rather than for population representation (Charmaz, 2014).
According to Crotty (1998):
[Constructivism] is the view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful
reality as such, is contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out
of interaction between human beings and their world, and developed and
transmitted within an essentially social context. (p. 42)
Data Collection
The primary method of data collection was conducted through one-on-one
participant interviews. Merriam and Tisdell (2016) advised researchers to use interviews
as the primary method of data collection as interviews get at the essence or basic
underlying structure of an experience. A grounded theory approach to data collection will
be used to gain an understanding of participants’ realities and experiences regarding their
school and the threat of its closing. Charmaz (2014) suggested if researchers use
interviews as their main source of data collection, they must use intensive interviews,
which she defined as “gently guided, one-sided conversation that explores a person’s
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substantial experience with the research topic” (p. 56). Intensive interviews require a
researcher find participants who have experience with the phenomenon being studied and
involve open-ended questions that incite in-depth exploration of experiences, meanings,
perspectives, and situations. Open-ended questions were followed up with probes seeking
further detail when necessary (Roulston, 2010). Open-ended interview questions
(Appendix F) were used to guide all participants but also allowed the researcher to pursue
variances when they emerged (Seidman, 2006).
Data Analysis
Data analysis starts as soon as a researcher begins the data collection process.
Merriam (2009) described data analysis as the process used to answer research questions
and pointed out the importance of having categories that are aligned with the purpose of
the given research. Creswell (2013) suggested analysis begins with “taking the data
apart” to understand participant responses and then “putting it together” to encapsulate its
overall meaning (p. 10). Creswell and Poth (2018) discussed data analysis as a five-step
process to interpret text that will emerge from interviews. Coady (2021) listed these five
steps as:
1.

Preparing and organizing the data for analysis.

2.

Reviewing the data and identify emerging ideas.

3.

Describing groups of meaning, coding, and determining themes.

4.

Developing and assessing the interpretation of the themes.

5.

Representing the data through description or visual. (p. 30)

In this study, all interviews were recorded, and detailed notes were taken during
each interview. Of the interviews conducted, six were in-person interviews. Three
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interviews were conducted over Zoom, while five interviews were completed over the
phone. Interviews via phone and Zoom allowed greater participation from people who no
longer lived in the immediate area. Participants were given the opportunity to provide
additional comments during the interview process. Interviews were transcribed by
transcription software shortly following each interview. Next, data were carefully coded
using coding methods recommended by Saldaña (2016). All interview data were then
scanned to identify major organizing thoughts that were consistent and appeared in
multiple interviews (Creswell, 2013).
For the first cycle coding method, I chose to do in vivo coding because it uses
participants’ exact words. In vivo coding helped ensure the data collected were rich and
gave each participant a voice in the research. For the second cycle coding method, I
chose focused coding. Focused coding “searches for the most frequent or significant
Initial Codes to develop the most salient categories in a data corpus” (Saldaña, 2016, p.
294). By using code weaving (Saldaña, 2016), I was able to combine codes, categories,
and themes into assertions that I was able to develop into topic sentences for help in
explaining my data results.
Participant Selection
Purposeful sampling was used to identify school alumni who were committed to
the long-term survival of the school. According to Yin (2011) purposeful sampling is “the
selection of participants or sources of data to be used in a study, based on their
anticipated richness and relevance of information in relation to the study’s research
questions” (p. 311). In describing purposeful sampling, Maxwell (2013) stated, “In this
strategy, particular settings, persons, and or activities are selected deliberately to provide
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information that is particular to your questions and goals, and that can’t be gotten as well
from other choices” (p. 97).
Patton (2002) described purposeful sampling as the process of selecting
information-rich cases that yield insights and understanding as opposed to random
sampling, which offers empirical generalizations. Purposeful sampling allowed for the
intentional selection of participants who have been involved in this study’s central
phenomenon and were able to add to data collected until sufficiency and saturation had
been reached (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Selected participants had first-hand experience of
the phenomenon being studied, which contributed to richer and thicker data (Gentles,
Charles, Ploeg, & McKibbon, 2015).
Participant Questions
Participants were asked a series of questions (Appendix F) designed to help the
researcher better understand participants’ individual experiences at the school in this
study and in the local community. Questions also were designed to allow participants to
share what they believed were positive aspects of attending this small rural school, and
what they believed they may have missed by not attending a larger district. Interview
questions were created by the researcher in consultation with his dissertation committee
to ensure interview questions would best answer research questions at the heart of this
study. At the conclusion of each interview, participants were given an opportunity to
share anything they believed was important that the questions may not have covered.
Validation Techniques
Cresswell and Plano Clark (2011) defined validity as “assessing whether the
information obtained through the qualitative data collection [process] is accurate” (p.
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211). “Validity is . . . a key issue in research design” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 121), and the
researcher cannot underestimate the importance of validity to research. Validity does not
necessarily prove that research is the ultimate truth about phenomena, but it gives people
reading a research paper reason to believe that research in the paper is credible (p. 122).
The primary research instrument in qualitative research is the researcher
(Creswell & Poth, 2018; Hatch, 2002), and “reactivity— . . . the fact that the researcher is
part of the world he or she studies—is a powerful and inescapable influence” (Maxwell,
2013, p. 125). “Bosk (1979) stated, ‘All fieldwork done by a single field-worker invites
the question, Why should we believe it?’” (as cited in Maxwell, 2013, p. 122).
“Quantitative research studies are based on an epistemology that comes from the
understanding of the object through empirical studies with techniques borrowed from the
natural sciences” (Hayashi, Abib, & Hoppen, 2019, p. 99). While these techniques were
borrowed from the natural sciences, the very nature of qualitative research is such that
“there is no way to escape the social world in order to study it” (Hammersley &
Atkinson, 1983), and “the act of studying a . . . [particular] phenomenon influences the
enactment of that phenomenon” (Hatch, 2002, p. 10). Hatch asserted reflexivity “places
qualitative researchers in a distinctly different position than that of an ‘objective scientist’
usually prescribed in more traditional research activities” (p. 10).
The onus is therefore on the researcher to answer the question posed by Bosk and
cited in Maxwell (2013), “Why should we believe it?” (p. 122). Maxwell (2013) asserted
that “validity . . . [cannot be] guaranteed by following some standard, accepted
procedure” (p. 121), and he emphasized that point by quoting Brinberg and McGrath
(1985) who pointed out that “Validity is not a commodity that can be purchased with
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techniques” (Brinberg & McGrath, 1985, p. 13). Maxwell (2013) stated, while “methods
and procedures do not guarantee validity, they are nonetheless essential to the process of
ruling out validity threats and increasing the credibility of your conclusions” (p. 125).
Two specific threats Maxwell referred to were researcher bias and reactivity.
Researcher bias is intrinsic to academic research and can potentially endanger the
legitimacy and impartiality of research results (Creswell, 2013). Maxwell (2013)
illustrated two validity threats to research that may occur due to researcher bias. The first
is “the selection of data that fit the researcher’s existing theory, goals, or preconceptions,”
and the second is “selection of data that ‘stand out’ to the researcher” (Maxwell, 2013, p.
124). My background as the principal in the school where I will be performing research
means there is a potential for bias and/or the perception of bias by a reader, which could
have a detrimental effect on the perceptions of readers regarding validity in results of my
research. This makes maintaining objectivity crucial. By stating my personal interest in
the study, I will be forced to reflect on my own subjectivity, and how it will be monitored
(Glesne, 2011; Roulston, 2010).
Reactivity is the second validity threat, and this refers to “the influence of the
researcher on the setting or individuals studied” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 124). Hatch (2002)
warned that an imbalance of power in research situations may present risk to participants.
Maxwell (2013) advised researchers against trying to minimize their influence in such
situations and instead focus on “how you [the researcher] are influencing what the
informant says, and how this affects the validity of the inferences you can draw from the
interview” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 125). This will be important in this research as my position
as principal of the school district at the center of this research could affect answers given
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by participants to interview questions. Many participants interviewed recognized and
knew the researcher. However, the school district at the center of this study is a small
school with fewer than 100 students, and I have developed a good relationship with many
community members and alumni in my 6 years as principal. I believe that participants I
interviewed felt a sense of freedom to be truthful in their responses without fear of
repercussions.
Ethical Considerations
In qualitative research, it is imperative to establish trust when participants are
asked to share personal information with a researcher (Creswell & Guetterman, 2019).
Participant confidentiality is an ethical requirement of research and must be maintained
(Creswell, 2013). Participant identity must be protected at every stage of a research study,
from site selection and recruitment through data collection, analysis, and publishing
(Creswell, 2013). One way the researcher accomplished this was by using pseudonyms,
or false names, to preserve anonymity (Thomas & Hodges, 2010).
I received approval from the University of North Dakota’s Institutional Review
Board (IRB) for my topic proposal prior to engaging in any fieldwork, and all IRB
requirements were strictly followed throughout the research process. A human subject’s
review form was filed with the IRB to obtain approval to conduct the research following
the committee approving my topic proposal.
Participants in my research were required to sign consent forms (Appendix G),
and they were notified that their privacy and confidentiality would always be respected.
Participants were informed participation in this research was voluntary, and they would
be allowed to withdraw consent to participate at any time in the process. Any information
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that may have identified participants was removed from data results. Participants were
given the opportunity to review and edit any transcripts of their interviews. At the
completion of the research, the materials were stored according to IRB guidelines.
Reflexivity
Researcher reflexivity is critical in this type of research. Goodall (2000) defined
reflexivity as “the process of personally and academically reflecting on lived experiences
in ways that reveal deep connections between the writer and his or her subject” (p. 137).
Hatch (2002) posited:
The capacities to be reflexive, to keep track of one’s influence on a setting, to
bracket one’s biases, and to monitor one’s emotional responses are the same
capacities that allow researchers to get close enough to human action to
understand what is going on. (p. 10)
The focus of a narrative, therefore, must be the stories of participants rather than
the experiences of a researcher. Holley and Colyar (2012) explained, “The challenge
results from the balance between the author’s role in narrative development and the focus
on the participants” (p. 118). Being a principal of a small rural school that was the focus
of this research certainly shaped my (the researcher’s) interest in the research topic, but
by carefully constructing all elements of this analysis, I have hopefully ensured
objectivity and fidelity. The focus continually remained on experiences of alumni who
were interviewed as part of a research process rather than on how the researcher wished
to hear information presented.
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Summary
In this chapter, the researcher sought to explain the rationale for using a
qualitative methodology to examine how local actors who have supported the school
district at the center of this research felt about the potential of losing their school due to
cuts in state funding to schools that would force the school district in this study to close.
The researcher went into further detail explaining how a CGT framework would be the
best framework to collect, analyze, and interpret data that came out of interviews in this
study. Participants were selected based on the anticipated thickness of data they would be
able to deliver.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this qualitative study was to better understand why educational
experiences of alumni who graduated from a small rural school are still valuable to
alumni and why there has often been resistance amongst alumni to consolidation or
dissolution of small rural school districts in North Dakota. By gaining a better
understanding of why alumni of small schools find the small school environment
valuable, policymakers, both inside and outside of education, can work with local
communities and school boards to discuss the possibility of school district consolidation.
Historically, consolidation has been something that has been forced upon rural school
districts by state policymakers who have looked down on rural residents and local school
officials, leaving many rural residents resentful of any consolidation efforts. Good faith
efforts must be made by all parties involved to find solutions that are in the best interest
of students.
This study focused on how place attachment may have affected how alumni of a
small rural school in North Dakota perceived the potential closure of their school. While
there is extensive research on the pros and cons of school consolidation, this study
addressed a lack of qualitative research in terms of how people in rural communities are
affected when small rural schools are forced to close. The information resulting from this
study may assist state legislators, state departments of public instruction, state school
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board associations, and local school boards in working together with people in small rural
communities when school consolidation or dissolution may become in the best interest of
both state and rural communities.
Data collected from individual interviews with participants who graduated from a
small rural school in northwest North Dakota provided insight into graduates’ lived
experiences while they were students at the school and their relationship with the school,
the local community, and each other, both as students and graduates of the school. The
data also showed what participants valued most about having attended a small rural
school, and what experiences they believed they may have missed by not attending a
larger school in the area. Additionally, the data showed how place attachment to a school
can affect an individual’s perceptions of what losing their alma mater would mean to
them, their families, and the community.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to better understand why educational
experiences of alumni from small rural schools are valuable and why there has been
resistance among alumni to dissolution or reorganization of small rural school districts in
North Dakota. The study focused on how place attachment affected how alumni of a
small rural school in North Dakota perceived the potential closure of their school. While
there has been extensive research on the pros and cons of school consolidation, this study
addressed a lack of qualitative research on how people in rural communities are affected
when small rural schools are forced to close. Information resulting from this study was
analyzed and used to produce recommendations that may assist state legislators in
bringing about changes to N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12 (n.d), which deals with school
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district annexation, reorganization, and dissolution. This information may also be useful
to state departments of public instruction, local school boards, and state school board
associations, in working with people in small rural communities when school
consolidation or dissolution becomes the best alternative of a district or the state.
Research Questions
This flexible design qualitative study focused on perceptions alumni of a small
rural school district had concerning their school. The following research questions guided
the researcher in this study:
1.

What value do alumni of a small rural school place on their experiences at
the school?

2.

How should the North Dakota state legislature proceed when weighing the
rights of small rural districts to exist with the interests of being good
stewards of taxpayer dollars?
Theoretical Framework Connections

Two theoretical frameworks were central to this research. The first theoretical
framework was place attachment theory, which was used to show attachment alumni of a
school district had for their school. The research showed alumni of a small rural school
district were strongly attached to their school, their community, and the teachers and
students who shared their school experience with them. Alumni who graduated from
1965-1977 had a stronger attachment to the school, and they were more likely to discuss
the importance of attending reunions and keeping in touch with their classmates and other
alumni from the school. Those graduates pointed to the ubiquitous nature of technology
and increased mobility as the reasons that more recent graduates were not as connected to
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each other. They believed that people are now more connected to their devices than to
people. They also believed that cars made it more likely that more recent graduates were
not spending as much time with people in the community. People who had
multigenerational families who had attended the school also had a stronger attachment to
the school and were more invested in the outcome of the school.
The second theoretical framework was institutional isomorphism theory, which
was used to show how the definition of an adequately sized school district has narrowed
over the last 150 years at the expense of small rural school districts. With no regard to the
efficiency of a school district, South Dakota passed S.D. Codified Laws § 13-6-97, which
forced all school districts with fewer than 100 students in the state to close, except for
districts that were identified as sparse (S.D. Codified Laws § 13-6-97, 2021, para. 1).
North Dakota has considered passing similar legislation. The issue with this law is that
some districts with fewer than 100 students are efficient and closing them would unfairly
target them for closure based on size alone. By passing such laws, states are defining the
legitimacy of school districts as having more than 100 students.
Participants
Fourteen individuals volunteered to participate in this research. There were nine
female and five male participants involved in the research. The oldest graduate who
participated in the research graduated in 1965, while the youngest graduated in 2015.
There were thirteen White participants and one Native American participant. All
participants were given pseudonyms to protect their anonymity (Table 1). Additionally, I
anonymized the data and delinked any personal information from the interview
transcripts. Therefore, any references given in the interviews that included the name of
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the school district at the center of this study, the names of district employees, past or
present, or the names of students, other alumni, or community members was anonymized
by the researcher.
Table 1
Pseudonyms and Descriptions of Participants
Pseudonym

Description

Participant 1

2011 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 2

1984 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 3

2006 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 4

1994 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 5

2015 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 6

2010 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 7

1965 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 8

1966 graduate; Lives out of state.

Participant 9

2013 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 10

1977 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 11

1970 graduate, Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 12

1970 graduate; Lives out of state.

Participant 13

1969 graduate; Lives in North Dakota.

Participant 14

1972 graduate; Lives out of state.
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Thematic Findings
Seven themes emerged from analysis of interview data which are presented in this
chapter. Quotes are provided to express the voices of the alumni who were interviewed
across each of the themes. Themes are not presented in order of importance, only as a
representation of the key findings that manifested throughout the various interviews that
were conducted.
Theme 1: Value of Generations
The first theme, the value of generations, encompasses how generations of
families have been involved in the school district. As a result of this phenomenon, there
is a desire for that family tradition to continue. This section also discusses the high level
of nostalgia that was found to be very strong amongst the alumni who had graduated
from 1965-1994.
Family Tradition
When asked about their experiences at the school, all but two graduates spoke
about their family roots in the school. There was a sense of pride among these alumni that
they were part of an extended family who had attended this school. It was important to
them that generations of their family had attended this same school, and there was a
strong desire in some to ensure that future generations in their family had the opportunity
to graduate from their school as well.
Participant 13 talked about how four generations of her family had gone to the
school. She spoke with pride about how her mother had taught at the school for 32 years,
starting in 1952. She continued telling about how her mother had attended college in the
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summer and earned her master’s in library science. Her story about her mother concluded
with her telling me that her mother had started the library that is currently in the school.
She then continued to describe the many ways her family had multigenerational
connections to the school. She spoke of how her and her brother had gone to school there
together and that he had also graduated from the school. Her brother had three children
who had graduated from the school, and she had four children who had attended the
school who had all attended school together in the ‘70s and early ‘80s. She then spoke
about how her two grandsons had also graduated from the school.
Participant 7 shared that six generations of her family had connections to the
school. Before she had attended the school, her grandparents and parents had all worked
at the school in various capacities. After graduating, she had worked at the school for a
time as well. Her children and grandchildren had also graduated from the school.
As our conversation continued, she opened up about how connections several generations
of her family had with the participating school in this study made her feel:
Oh, I love this school. My great granddaughter even goes to school here. . . . My
grandma would be her great-great-great grandma. I think when you can have all
them generations, it just makes a big difference. I’d actually like to see my great
granddaughter graduate from here. Yeah, that would be awesome.
For Participant 7, it was very important that the family tradition of attending the school in
this study was afforded to the next generations in her family.
An interview with Participant 9, a 2013 graduate of the school, showed that even
recent graduates had a strong desire to see the school continue operating so their family
tradition of attending the school would not be broken. Her family was affected by a 579

year closure of the high school portion of the school. Between the 2015-2016 and the
2016-2017 school year, the district saw a significant drop in enrollment as numbers
plunged from 96 students to 60. Due to this decline in enrollment, the district entered into
an educational cooperative agreement with a neighboring school district. Under the terms
of this agreement, this district would maintain kindergarten through sixth grade, and the
neighboring school district would educate students from district in grades 7-12. This
move gave residents in the community a taste of what a school consolidation would look
like for them. Under the plan, the school district would no longer produce graduates,
leaving families who had hoped to see their children graduate from the school feeling a
sense of loss. For many of them, it was the end of an era.
Participant 9 discussed how losing the high school affected her family. Her
younger sister was a member of the last graduating class, but their younger brother was
forced to attend school and graduate from their neighboring school district because their
school district no longer went beyond sixth grade. There was a sincere expression of grief
that their high school had closed in 2017, and her younger brother was forced to graduate
from another school district. In discussing this situation, she stated:
I was really upset that my younger sister was the last graduating class from . . .
[my school] and my little brother ended up graduating from [another school].
And that was very heartbreaking because my dad and my uncle both attended
[my school] and graduated from here, so it was a little distressing that our brother
did not graduate from the same school.
Participant 8 also remembered having many family connections to the school. He
grew up on a farm that bordered the school to the south. He his brothers and sisters had
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attended the school. He had many extended family members who had attended the school
as well. He discussed how actively involved his family was with the school. His mother
drove a bus, and his father was on the school board. Their family was involved in band
boosters and the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA). He discussed how important the
family connections to the school were to him throughout his life.
Participant 2 discussed how current students in the school that he knows are
surprised to learn he had also attended and graduated from the school. He told a story
about how he would tell these students about his family connection to the school and how
his father had attended school in this district. He discussed that his father had graduated
from the district in 1950 and had attended grade school in a one room schoolhouse north
of the community.
Nostalgia
Throughout the interview process, interviewees seemed to enjoy looking back in
time and sharing stories of their time at the school in this study. Graduates were quick to
share stories of happy times that they had at the school. Many of their quotes covered in
other themed sections show the nostalgia people had for the school in this study,
particularly quotes involving relationships, school activities, and family traditions. Many
stories that came through the interviews, however, were simply great memories alumni
wanted to share unrelated to any questions they were asked.
Participant 10 shared a story about unique school transportation experiences at the
small rural school in this study. He told a story about how he had lived on a farmhouse
that was located several miles from the school, and he would ride his horse to school on
days where weather permitted. There was a family who lived a few houses down from the
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school, and they would let him keep his horse in their corral for the day and ride his horse
home when school was out for the day. During the winter, he would come to school on a
snowmobile. After telling me the story of riding his horse and snowmobile to school,
Participant 10 seemed genuinely disappointed that his own daughter would never be
exposed to that kind of experience because, at the time of this report, they lived in a
larger urban area in the state.
Participant 14 recalled that times were simpler when she went to school, but she
recalled getting into some typical teenage mischief with her friends in school, such as
“having ‘keggers’ and drinking beer in the middle of someone’s field.” She expressed
that she wanted her grandchildren to have a small school experience.
The participants recalled many events, such as school dances, class trips,
community gatherings, and childhood mischief that endeared them to the school in this
study. Those memories have formed a lifelong connection to the school. Participants
agreed most the conditions that allowed their experiences to be so memorable no longer
exist, but the fact that they once existed creates a situation in which alumni of the school
would be disappointed to see the school dissolve.
Theme 2: Relationships
Throughout all the interviews conducted, the importance of relationships was a
consistent theme. Participants all believed they were able to establish good relationships
with others while they attended school. Many relationships were strong and have endured
the test of time. Several participants reported they have maintained relationships they
built at their school to this day (to the time of their interview). Relationships were
categorized into three types:
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1.

Relationships with teachers

2.

Relationships with other students

3.

Relationships with the community

These categories were redefined as distinct subthemes and described within the overall
theme of relationships.
Relationships With Teachers
The alumni I interviewed all reported having developed strong relationships with
teachers at their school. All reported they enjoyed their one-on-one experiences with
teachers and participants felt those one-on-one experiences came from attending a small
rural school. Participant 2 discussed the value of having teachers who knew almost
everyone in the community because he believed that teachers were concerned about every
student and were aware of how well they were doing in class. Because teachers had a
relationship with the parents, teachers would contact parents and work together to make
sure the student succeeds. Participant 2 did not believe that would be able to happen in
larger school districts.
Others discussed how their teachers pushed them and inspired them to go outside
of their comfort zone and achieve something greater than they thought they were capable
of doing. A couple even reported that their career path was a direct result of their teachers
pushing them to try new things in school. Participant 4 discussed how her high school
English teacher had encouraged her to join speech and drama, and she believed that
changed her life She talked about how she had been very shy and being in speech and
drama had given her the courage to speak in public. She currently has a high-profile job
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that requires public speaking, and she does not believe she would have been able to do
that if it was not for her teacher encouraging her to take speech and drama in high school.
Participant 13, who is an author and has two published books, also gave credit to
her high school English teacher for her success. When speaking about how her teacher
influenced her love of writing, Participant 13 gave credit to her high school English
teacher. She described her English teacher as being her ‘best cheerleader’
I would read, but probably not the stories that she wanted book reports on, so I
made them up. I made up the story. I made up the authors, and the story line, and
so on. And finally, one time she said, “This sounds like a really, really good book.
I hope you write it someday. Now, read the one I told you.” Unfortunately, she
passed away before I could give her the credit for it.
Participant 3 spoke of how teachers at the school in this study were involved with
their students and had a personal connection with them. She contrasted those experiences
with her own experiences in college and her children’s experiences attending larger
schools. She found that personal involvement was not achieved in larger districts.
She spoke about moving her own children out of a larger school because she missed the
relationships that were more easily acquired and maintained in smaller schools. She
wanted her children to have close friends and teachers who knew the students and their
families on a personal level. She wanted her own children to have an experience similar
to what she had experienced in school.
Participant 7 spoke fondly of her science teacher, who was also an ordained
minister. She had both him and his wife as teachers, and she was friends with their
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daughter. She shared a story about how this teacher officiated her wedding in 1973. She
talked about how great that was for her and her husband to have had that experience.
Participant 11 attended the school district in this study from kindergarten through
graduation. She went on to become a teacher and taught at the same school district she
grew up in until her retirement. She spoke of the connection she witnessed between
generations of teachers that had taught at the school:
The fact that small schools being so community minded. There’s the generation
after generation after generation where I had a teacher, and that teacher’s son or
daughter was a teacher to my children, and then I was a teacher to the next
generation. And so, I always thought that was remarkable that you could have that
connection from generation to generation.
She also shared her wisdom on what made those student-teacher relationships so
special from the teacher perspective. In discussing the teacher-student relationship aspect,
she discussed how nice it was to be able to keep in touch and follow her students as they
progressed through school. She would often talk to her former students and encourage
them to do well in school. Teachers in larger schools would not be able to have the
continuous relationships with their students.
Participant 4 spoke about how those relationships with teachers inspired her to do
more because she was afraid to disappoint her teachers. She said that there was a sense of
responsibility to do well in school because students were able to have closer connections
with their teachers. She discussed how the teachers pushed students because they knew
what they were capable of doing.
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Participant 2 recalled how having closer relationships with his teachers helped
him with his schedule when some of the courses he wanted to take conflicted with each
other. He also wanted to have a study hall because he worked on the farm after school,
and he wanted to have all his schoolwork done before coming home so he would be able
to concentrate on the work he had to do around the farm. The teachers were able to work
with him, so he was able to take the courses he wanted to take and have the study hall he
wanted at the end of the day as well. He discussed having the study hall in the
superintendent’s office because no teachers were available to supervise him during his
last hour. He was appreciative of how the small school was able to work with him, and he
believed that something like that would be possible in a larger school district.
Relationships With Other Students
All the graduates with whom I spoke discussed the close relationships that existed
between students in their class, or other students close in age, that were in their school.
This relationship often extended beyond classmates, with many reporting that they
became friends with their friends’ families, and many of those relationships still existed
years after graduation. Participant 4 described this dynamic when she discussed how
small rural schools create opportunities for interaction with other families in the
community. She reported that there were many families that she still stays in touch with
from the community.
Relationships with other students in a small school were not always good. At
times, continually being in the same school with the same students created contention,
but that was ultimately considered a positive learning experience in dealing with other
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people who may be vastly different from them. Participant 10 described this phenomenon
when he stated:
When you’re in a small public school, you’re going to have farm kids, and you’re
going to have city kids, and you’re going to have the Republican, and you’re
going to have the Democrat. They’re all going to, you know, get mashed together
and they got to figure out how to get along. Get into the bigger school, they can
divide themselves up, and they’ll just go and hang out with their little click, and
they end up not getting exposed to, you know, to everybody.
Participant 13 spoke about connections she and her classmates had with each
other in a small school environment and how those connections remained strong over the
years. She has noticed that “connections with others” appear to have been lost with
younger generations. She sees how loss of connections affects attendance at all-school
reunions. In her discussion about the strong sense of connection that exists with her age
group, she said:
That I think is something that we had that’s far above the larger schools; the
connection that stays for generations. I think that, especially my generation, we
are the ones that attend every school and class reunion. We’re the ones that are in
there and we’re wanting to see everybody and reconnecting and so on. And as
years went on, that seemed to dwindle. The interest in, you know, staying
connected wasn’t as much, and I think that’s because the younger generation
became connected with electronics. We didn’t have that, we simply had each
other.
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While the perception is that technology has been a tool that has disconnected
young people from each other, another graduate, Participant 14, discussed how
technology has helped her reconnect with her classmates. Over the years, people in her
class of 1972 had lost touch with each other, but those relationships have since been
rekindled. She said that several of her classmates have a texting group, and they use it to
stay in touch with each other
The relationships that have been forged between students have lasted for many
years, and classmates often are there for each other through challenging times. Participant
8 spoke of how some members of his class had travelled to be there for him when a loved
one had recently passed away. For him, it was very meaningful that many of his
classmates attend the funeral and supported him at a time when he was going through a
rough patch in his life.
Relationships With the Community
There is a saying that it takes a village to raise a child, and many of the older
graduates I interviewed spoke about how that manifested itself in their community. For
these graduates, there was an extended network of adults who were influential in their
lives. One graduate said:
Growing up in a small, multigenerational area, grandparents were involved, aunts
and uncles, cousins, everyone was involved. Now those friendships had just
stayed with me and a lot of the people, you know, even the grandparents of kids I
went to school with became really, very important people in my life and had a
huge impact. Which, you know when I graduated, I probably didn’t realize, but as
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I’ve grown older, I realize that impact has been life changing for me in many
areas.
Participant 13 spoke about how there used to be a sense of commitment to the
school and to the youth programs. There was an expectation that people would become
involved in the school and do their part to make the school a better place. People had
understood that if there was going to be sporting events, music events, or other
extracurricular events, that adults needed to step up and fill those roles. She discussed
how that level of commitment is no longer there in the small schools, and that it has
negatively impacted the students and the sense of community in the town.
Another graduate talked about some of the bonding activities that happened in the
community and how they solidified relationships between families in the school
community. She discussed how several parents in the community would get together to
play a card game called Wist. People would bring a potluck item to these gatherings, and
the families in the community would enjoy spending quality time with each other. She
also talked about how the community would have dances in the gym that were widely
attended.
One of the ways the community in this study came together was through storm
homes. Many students and teachers lived in rural areas, and at times the North Dakota
winter would make travel to and from rural homes impossible. One graduate talked about
how the community would band together to take care of students and teachers who found
themselves unable to travel between their homes and the school due to road conditions.
People who lived in town would open their houses to students and staff as storm homes.
This often entailed people in town taking in designated children and providing care for
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them until country roads were cleared of snow and ice. That process sometimes took days
or weeks, but there was a sense of responsibility to take care of each other in difficult
times. Participant 10, who was also a retired teacher at the school, talked about how a
series of bad storms had caused the roads to her farmhouse being closed. She said that a
family in the community who wintered in California had let them stay at their home for
over a month that winter. She said that when she was teaching, it was expected that all
students at the school have a storm home, which was usually a friend’s house where they
could stay in the event that bad weather prevented them from being able to be transported
home. Families in the community opened up their homes and took care of each other
during these difficult times.
The school and the community in this study clearly had a symbiotic relationship.
Staff and students at the school relied on people in the community, and the community
relied on the school. The community wanted to nurture the school district, and the school
was a point of connection for people in the community. Some alumni expressed that they
believed this connection was a relic of the past, and people in the community no longer
share the strong sense of connection that once existed between the school and the
community.
Theme 3: The Importance of Socialization
The third theme that developed was the importance of socialization. Within this
theme, alumni spoke about how they were known by name in their small school district,
and they expressed a fear that students who attended larger districts became ‘just a
number.’ This fear of anonymity was expressed by each of the alumni who were
interviewed.
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Alumni expressed how important taking part in extracurricular activities was to
their social well-being, and there was a fear that being in a larger school would give them
fewer opportunities to be a part of extracurricular activities. The alumni understood that
larger schools typically had more extracurricular opportunities, but they feared that the
larger numbers would not allow rural students to take part in their chosen activities. This
was especially true with those who believed that they were not particularly athletic and
would never make the team in a highly competitive sport.
This theme also encompassed the importance of a school to a community. A
school was considered the center of the participants’ community, a place where several
social events were held throughout the year. The alumni also expressed fear that if their
school was closed, their community would be lost as well.
Fear of Anonymity
Each graduate spoke about how important the one-on-one experience with their
teachers was to them. They all listed that as an advantage to being in a small school.
Additionally, there was a sense amongst the graduates that they would have been “just a
number” in a large school; and for them, that was a very undesirable outcome. In
discussing this phenomenon, Participant 13 stated:
In a small school they [students] are not a number. They’re not just the letter of
the alphabet. They’re an individual, and teachers have the time to give to that
individual personality and bring out the strength of that kid. In a big school,
you’re in the classroom, you’re a number, and you don’t get that individual
attention, to my knowledge anyway. I believe that they’re going to gain other
things other than the educational part of it. They’re going to learn respect, which
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is sorely lacking, and camaraderie, and being a part of something bigger than
yourself. And it’s important to feel like you’re a part of something, instead of just
a number.
Participant 1 believed that the small class sizes and low student to teacher ratio helped
her graduate. She did not believe she would have been able to pass her math courses in a
larger school district. She reported that while math was difficult for her, her work ethic
was strong, and she was able to work with teachers before and after school to help her
understand the material. She did not believe passing math her freshman year would have
been possible in a larger school because teachers would not have had the time to devote
to her individual needs. She said that she would spend an hour before school and then an
hour after school some days getting help with math. She did not believe that she would
have been able to receive that level of individual instruction in a larger school due to the
large number of students at the school.
School as the Center of the Community
According to Tyack (1972), rural country schools belong to the people of the
community they serve, not just legally, but as a focus for community activities, such as
Christmas parties, hoedowns, suppers, dances, and even church services, as many of
these schools have doubled as churches. The older graduates I interviewed echoed
Tyack’s assertion that their rural school was a center for community activities and was a
unifying force for the people in their community. Participant 13 recalled how the school
was used for events such as 4-H club meetings, community dinners, and family
gatherings. She described the school as a community center and worried that the
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community would lose that central connection for community to come together if the
school were to close.
Participant 8 also recalled the school being a center for the community. He
recalled how Boy Scout meetings were held at the school. He discussed how the churches
would have special meetings at the school and families would have their family reunions
there as well.
While the community and various organizations were able to utilize the school in
this study in positive ways, Participant 3 discussed how students at the school were able
to give back to the community. She recalled several events from the times that her and
her younger brother went to the school. She discussed how various organizations in the
school, such as the Leo’s Club and student council would do things such as picking up
trash in the community and going out Christmas caroling together for senior citizens in
the community. Additionally, she talked about how high school students had sandbagged
in the community when it was threatened by a flood. The events that Participant 3
mentioned were all ways that the school and the community were inextricably linked.
Participant 11 echoed how she believed the small school in this study and the
surrounding community supported each other. She discussed how the much the small
store with a gas station and the restaurant were crucial to the community, especially
during blizzards, when people were not able to travel because it was not possible to drive
anywhere. She discussed how the school would support those businesses and those
businesses, in turn, held fundraisers for the school.
Later, Participant 11 discussed how her work on the school reunion committee
was made easier because of the strength of the relationship between the school and the
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community. Many alumni came from all over the country, and they were always anxious
to take a tour of the school. The reunion committee would also use the school to host
breakfasts and suppers. Additionally, they used the school gym to host a large nondenominational church service for people attending reunions.
That kind of always impressed me when it came to the reunions. I mean
somebody on the committee always had a connection to the school, so we were
given access to everything. I mean here’s the ring of keys, just make sure you
lock up everything when you leave. How many places will do that, just turn over
the ring of keys?
Fear of Losing Their Community
Because the school was viewed as the center of the community and a unifying
entity, it makes sense that alumni and people in the community would fear the loss of
their school would rob them of their identity and would ultimately lead to their town
dying. Participant 2 discussed how the school in this study was so important to the local
community. He talked about how school events, such as music, drama, and sports
brought people into the community. He worried that without a school, businesses in the
community would suffer. He said that he had noticed a significant change in the amount
of people in the community during the years that the high school portion of the school
was closed and worried that the total loss of the school would have an even greater
impact on the businesses in the community.
Participant 10 discussed how small rural schools attract and retain young families.
He remembers watching other small communities in North Dakota struggle after their
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schools closed after consolidating with a nearby district. As he recalled, the results were
usually detrimental to a community:
Without the school, the community loses its identity rapidly. I’ve seen it over the
years from time when I was growing up in all the Class B schools that were up
around there, that. It’s just a very active environment, and once those schools
went away, those towns just they just seem to dry up. The energy left, the youth
left, the young families left. The schools are the one thing that binds them all
together. I think without the school, the community loses a lot of attachment to
each other.
Participant 14 also thought that the community in this study would be in danger
without the school being in the community. She stressed the importance of the school to
the local community and feared that people in the community would not spend much time
together without the school. She feared that the closure of the school would affect
businesses and churches in the community.
Participant 13 has noticed a shift in loyalties to small rural schools and discussed
how that has affected enrollment at the school. She does not believe that people are as
committed to local schools in rural communities, or to the communities themselves, as
they once were. She stated:
I think over time, as kids got more mobile, and they go other places and do things,
it seemed to have an effect on their loyalty or their deep core feelings about their
community and their school. I just think it’s, you know, with the times the
changing things, electronic information, being put on wheels and able to go, it
made a big change in how the generations felt about the school.
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Access to Extracurricular Activities
While proponents of school consolidation have argued that the greater variety of
extracurricular activities larger districts offer is an advantage of being in a larger school,
the alumni I interviewed believed that, while there were fewer options to choose from in
their small school, they had greater opportunity to participate in the extracurricular
activities that were offered. Their perception was that having more students in schools
limited access to who could play sports or participate in extracurricular activities.
Participant 6, who was grateful for the opportunity to play sports. He discussed how he
was a bigger guy, and he believed that he would never have made the basketball team in a
larger school because not everyone made the team in those schools. He believed that
students like him would never be able to participate in any athletic teams at the school.
Participant 10 discussed how he has witnessed students in the larger school his
daughter attends being restricted from participation in extracurricular activities because
of the large number of students in the school. He described how hundreds of students
were narrowed down to only 10 or 11 students who made the team. He contrasted that by
discussing how no one was cut from anything when he went to school everyone had an
equal chance to participate in sports, band, and choir regardless of their skill level,
Participant 4 witnessed the same phenomenon taking place in the city where she
lived at the time of this study, where her nieces attended school. This graduate discussed
how students at that school were only able to play sports if they were really good, and
students who were not as talented were not able to participate. She thought that small
schools were better for students because they were able to participate in the things they
wanted to do. She discussed how the opportunity to play sports was a vital component of
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education because it taught students the value of teamwork and being a part of something
bigger than themselves. In discussing this point, she said:
The opportunity for sports, and I don’t think sports because you’re going to be a
pro player, sports because you learn how to be one among many. Sports because
you learn how to be coached. Sports because you do things you don’t want to do
because it’s better for the team.
Participant 13 also discussed the opportunity to play sports and be involved in
other extracurricular activities as an advantage of attending small schools. Her statement
seemed to indicate a level of frustration many people have had with sports programs in
larger schools that limit access to a small number of students. She discussed how it was
not just ‘the elite five’ who were able to play basketball in small schools, and anyone
who wanted to be involved in basketball or any other extracurricular activities had the
opportunity to do so.
Participant 14 recalled being able to participate in extracurricular activities, and
how strongly people in the community supported the teams. She thought that
extracurricular activities brought the community together in many ways. Participant 14
described how the school gym was always packed at basketball games that were held at
the school. She believed that attendance at the games was always something that brought
the community together, and she did not believe that these things happened at that scale
in larger communities. She fondly recalled being involved in sports, choir, and band
when she was in school, and she did not believe those same opportunities would have
been available to her at a larger school because students at larger schools were so
competitive and not everyone was able to access those activities.
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Participant 2 spoke about how students were able to advocate for more
extracurricular activities they wanted to have in school. He told a story about how a
group of students wanted to have a baseball team, and they were able to talk to their
physical education teacher who advised them to bring a proposal to the school board. He
discussed how the school board listened to their request and approved having a baseball
team the next year. He did not believe that they would have such easy access to the
school board in a larger school district. He also did not believe that a school board in a
larger district would have approved their request so easily if they had been able to bring
the matter to the school board.
Participant 12 mentioned she believed the school closing would not only damage
the community, but it would also restrict extracurricular activities for students and mean
longer bus rides to get to and from school. She expressed the belief that rural kids often
get lost in larger schools. She believed that long bus rides restrict the ability of students to
be involved in extracurricular activities because of the time and distance to rural the rural
farmhouses where they live. She thought it was sad that rural kids would not be able to
have the same opportunities to be involved in extracurricular activities if they were
forced to attend larger schools due to consolidation.
Summary
Chapter IV shared stories of graduates of a small rural school in northwest North
Dakota who graduated from the school ranging from 1966 to 2015. These data and
findings were analyzed and organized into seven themes, which were supported by direct
quotes from interviewed participants. Chapter V includes a summary of the findings, the
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study’s links to two theoretical frameworks, recommendations for further research and
action, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to better understand why educational
experiences of alumni from small rural schools are valuable and why there has been
resistance among alumni to dissolution or reorganization of small rural school districts in
North Dakota. The study focused on how place attachment affected how alumni of a
small rural school in North Dakota perceived the potential closure of their school. While
there has been extensive research on the pros and cons of school consolidation, this study
addressed a lack of qualitative research on how people in rural communities are affected
when small rural schools are forced to close. Information resulting from this study was
analyzed and used to produce recommendations that may assist state legislators in
bringing about changes to N.D. Cent. Code § 15.1-12 (n.d.), which deals with school
district annexation, reorganization, and dissolution. This information may also be useful
to state departments of public instruction, local school boards, and state school board
associations, in working with people in small rural communities when school
consolidation or dissolution becomes the best alternative of a district or the state.
By gaining a better understanding of why alumni of small schools find a small
school environment valuable, policymakers, both inside and outside of education, can
work with local communities and school boards to discuss in a more compassionate
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manner the possibility of school district consolidation. Historically, consolidation has
been something forced upon rural school districts by state policymakers who have looked
down on rural residents and local school officials, leaving many rural residents resentful
of any consolidation efforts. Good faith efforts must be made by all parties involved to
find solutions in the best interest of students.
The research model consisted of 14 participant interviews with graduates of a
small rural school in northwest North Dakota. The range of graduation years extended
from 1966 to 2015. Three themes were presented in Chapter IV and included:
1.

The Value of Generations
A.

Family Tradition – There is often a strong family tradition present
within small rural communities and school districts. Multiple
generations of a family have often attended the same rural school, and
families do not want to lose that tradition, that feeling of
connectedness.

B.

Nostalgia – Feelings of nostalgia were often strong with graduates of
this small rural school district. These feelings came through the stories
they would tell about people and things that happened at the school in
the past. These feelings of nostalgia have strong influences on place
attachment with a school, and make alumni less likely to support
school consolidation, even if it is in the best interest of the students
who attend a school district.
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2.

Relationships
A.

Relationships With Teachers – This refers to relationships between
students and teachers.

B.

Relationships With Other Students – This addressed relationships
between students and other students.

C.

Relationships With the Community – This discussed relationships
between a school and its surrounding community.

3.

The Importance of Socialization
A.

Fear of Anonymity – There is a fear that students in large school
districts are “just a number” and not valued as individuals.

B.

School as the Center of the Community – According to respondents, a
school is the center of a community. Various organizations utilize
school facilities. A school creates a central point in a community
where relationships can be initiated and nurtured.

C.

Fear of Losing Their Community – There is a fear that if a small rural
school is closed, it would have an adverse effect on the ability of a
community to remain relevant.

D.

Access to Extracurricular Activities – Students in small rural school
districts are typically able to join any extracurricular activity in which
they are interested, regardless of ability. Respondents perceived that if
students in small rural communities attended a larger district, many of
them would not be able to join extracurricular activities because there
would be too much competition.
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Emergent Theory
All codes generated in the first coding cycle through in vivo coding were
evaluated further through focused coding. Through the process of reviewing thematic
findings, one central phenomenon emerged: People in small rural communities believe
their identity and autonomy is lost when they lose their school district because of the
consolidation process. When that loss is coupled with urban condescension and insults, as
they have historically been, anger and resentment become a part of the emotional toll that
occurs in small communities contributing sometimes to the demise of the community, at
least in the minds of the inhabitants.
With that in mind, any attempts to force consolidation on small rural school
districts will likely be met with resistance. State policymakers and education agencies
should make efforts to work with the people in rural communities and school districts to
create a joint plan that is in the best interests of both parties, but most importantly, in the
interest of the students. A collaborative planning process would give rural communities
agency (a voice) in the consolidation process. If small community members felt they had
a voice in any decision to close their school or consolidate with another district, maybe
they would be more open to change.
Recommendation for State Policy 1: Establish Effective Alternatives to
Consolidation
During the 2016-2017 school year, the school district at the center of this research
self-identified as a district that was highly inefficient. The district entered into a
cooperative agreement with a neighboring school district to educate its students in Grades
7-12. This move saved the district money and helped another struggling school district
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increase its enrollment. The North Dakota legislature, which has been historically hostile
to the idea of the creation of more K-6 and K-8 districts in the state, made several moves
aimed at punishing this district for trying to remain open but more efficient. Some of
those funding cuts were designed to provide funding commensurate with enrollment.
These cuts made sense because this school district was still receiving funding above the
state formula amount due to a hold harmless clause in the state code, which was passed to
ensure a changeover to the funding formula in 2013 would not adversely affect small
rural schools with low enrollment. Other cuts, such as capping a school district size
weighting factor for K-6 and K-8 schools to 1.25, were designed to push a district to
either close or reopen a high school. The district in this study responded to the cuts by
reopening the high school, which increased what the state had to pay the district. The
move also increased the demand for teachers at a time when teacher retention and
recruitment was low.
The state of North Dakota could benefit if some school districts with the lowest
enrollments and per pupil costs had the ability and were encouraged to enter into
cooperative agreements with neighboring districts and become K-6 or K-8 school
districts. This model was working well for the school district at the center of this research
until these legislative changes made it difficult to continue as a K-8. The state of New
York has benefitted from this model for their rural districts in the form of common school
districts for over 200 years. Common school districts were explained in greater detail in
Chapter 2.
Both the state of North Dakota and residents of small rural districts could benefit
from such an arrangement. This arrangement is not unlike what the school district at the
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center of this research did in 2017, but it would be sanctioned by law. The smallest
school districts would be able to maintain their districts and save a substantial amount of
money by not operating a high school.
Recommendation for State Policy 2: Establish a Legislative Advisory Committee to
Identify Opportunities to Increase Efficiency in School District Operation and
Financing Through Targeted Reorganizations
The North Dakota legislature would benefit from forming an advisory committee
to identify the most inefficient school districts in the state, in terms of per pupil
expenditures, and work with those school districts to formulate plans to help districts
operate more efficiently. One cost cutting measure that should be considered is to find
inefficient schools that are geographically close to each other and establish a model
similar to the union free school districts in New York.
This model would allow two or more small school districts to enter into an
agreement to share one high school, while any other districts included in the plan would
become elementary districts. This would allow these districts to share resources at the
high school level and reduce their overall costs. Each district could theoretically maintain
its own district boundaries; however, this type of plan would work best through
consolidation into one district. The United Public School District 7 is an example of a
school district in North Dakota that has successfully followed this type of consolidation
plan. The school in Des Lacs is used as a high school, and the school in Burlington is
used as an elementary school. There are likely to be some districts in North Dakota where
such a plan could, and should, take place.
The benefit of this type of plan is that the schools in both communities are used.
This is beneficial to small communities in ways that will make the consolidation process
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easier to digest. First, a small community still gets to see their school remain operational.
This could help ease their anxiety about the closure of their school adversely impacting
the future of their community. In fact, it would be likely that this type of consolidation
would increase the number of kids attending school in a smaller community, which
would be beneficial to the community. The increase in traffic could bring in more
business as parents picking up their children from school would be able to purchase gas,
eat at restaurants, or stop at the post office in the smaller community.
A second benefit is that a smaller town would be more likely to feel represented
in a merger. If a school in a community closes and sends their children to a larger
community, they would completely lose their identity. When their name is attached to a
school district, families with strong historical ties to a smaller school district would likely
be more inclined to believe their children or grandchildren still carry on family traditions
by attending “the same school.” This would make citizens of small communities more
likely to support the school consolidation process.
A legislative advisory committee should work with all communities involved in
any plans to reorganize small school districts into single, larger school districts. This
committee would work with community and school leaders to help communities
understand the benefits of reorganization and educate them on ways benefits of
reorganization would outweigh any of their concerns over negative ramifications of a
reorganization plan. Having local leaders involved in decision making would build a
greater sense of trust in the process and increase the likelihood of a reorganization plan
coming to fruition.
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Recommendation for State Policy 3: North Dakota Should Allow Inefficient
Districts the Opportunity to Continue With Greater Emphasis on Local Financing
While states such as South Dakota have passed legislation that forces school
consolidation based on a minimum enrollment threshold, I believe this approach is not
something that North Dakota should pursue. The goal of any legislation to address an
issue should focus on reducing inefficient spending, not creating isomorphism in terms of
what school sizes should be given legitimacy. While it is true that the most inefficient
districts in the state are small, that does not necessarily mean all small school districts in
the state are inefficient. For example, there are five districts in the state that have fewer
than 100 students, but their per pupil expenditure is under $15,000 (North Dakota
Department of Public Instruction, 2021). Table 2 shows these districts. Legislation that
Table 2
North Dakota School Districts With Fewer Than 100 Students and Per Pupil
Expenditures Under $15,000
District

Per Pupil Expenditure

Enrollment

Menoken

$10,645

46

Sweet Briar

$11,775

21

Apple Creek

$12,311

57

Yellowstone

$14,671

83

Fort Ransom

$14,783

27

Note. Data from North Dakota Department of Public Instruction (2021).
forces schools with fewer than 100 students to close would unfairly target these districts,
even though they have found a way to keep their per pupil expenditures at a reasonable
level. These districts should be allowed to continue operating because they are not
inefficient despite their size.
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On the other hand, 9 elementary districts and 13 K-12 districts had per pupil
expenditures that exceeded twice the per student payment rate of $10,136 (North Dakota
Department of Public Instruction, 2021). Elementary districts are listed in Table 3 and the
K-12 districts are listed in Table 4. These are examples of the types of inefficient school
districts that the state legislature should target with legislation that shifts the burden of
funding to local school districts.
Table 3
Elementary Districts With Fewer Than 100 Students That Have Per Pupil Expenditures
More Than Double the Per Student Payment Rate in North Dakota
District

Per Pupil Expenditure

Enrollment

Sterling

$96,635

4

Twin Buttes

$48,244

31

Sawyer

$37,129

40

Billings County

$26,982

80

Halliday

$25,658

35

Kensal

$25,289

25

Roosevelt

$22,786

53

Oberon

$21,109

56

Note. Data from North Dakota Department of Public Instruction (2021).
I believe that North Dakota would be wise to allow districts with fewer than 100
students to continue operating, but with the caveat that local districts must bear greater
responsibility for costs in excess of twice the North Dakota per pupil payment rate. One
way to accomplish this would be to set a maximum baseline funding rate, which is
currently line 67 of the North Dakota State Aid to Schools Payment Worksheet
(Appendix D). The maximum funding rate would then be multiplied by the district’s
weighted student units to produce the maximum funding amount the state would be
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willing to pay for a district. Any amount the district required beyond that amount would
have to come from district budget cuts, increased local efforts, or a combination of the
two.
Table 4
K-12 Districts With Fewer Than 100 Students That Have Per Pupil Expenditures More
Than Double the Per Student Payment Rate in North Dakota
District

Per Pupil Expenditure

Enrollment

Edmore

$33,326

41

Goodrich

$33,971

19

Zeeland

$29,684

32

Fordville-Lankin

$29,126

40

St. Thomas

$28,810

43

Finley-Sharon

$26,916

77

Hope

$26,409

64

Selfridge

$25,650

87

Munich

$22,292

89

Newburg-United

$22,001

83

Note. Data from North Dakota Department of Public Instruction (2021).
By limiting what the state is willing to pay to individual districts, the onus is on
inefficient districts to find ways to run more efficiently or to ask local taxpayers and other
groups or individuals who would like to see the school continue to operate to bear the
burden of those costs. Place attachment to small rural schools is a very real phenomenon
because these districts do provide a unique and intimate experience that is difficult to
achieve in larger districts. Funding inefficient schools to maintain that attachment should
not unfairly burden North Dakota taxpayers. However, local districts should be given the
option to keep their districts open at their own expense. Whether or not small inefficient
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districts choose to continue to operate under an increased financial burden is up to them,
but small rural communities should be given the option to determine their own path, not
have the state force a path upon them.
Recommendation for Local Districts: Often, school districts pay the full cost of
hiring teachers, administrators, and other staff when they are only needed on a part-time
basis. A committee could work with local school districts to identify ways to operate
more cost effectively through sharing costs with other districts in the area. One example
would be through sharing teachers with other school districts, either through an in-person
learning experience where a teacher could travel between schools, or through an online
experience, which many schools already do through Interactive Television (ITV) or the
North Dakota Center for Distance Education. Another example would be to share
administrative costs, where school districts share superintendents or principals. The
district at the center of this study had a part-time superintendent to work alongside a fulltime principal. This model could likely be used in other districts to reduce administrative
costs.
Limitations
This research was conducted on one small rural school district in northwest North
Dakota. Fourteen alumni, varying from a 1966 graduate to a 2015 graduate were
interviewed for this research. The school district at the center of this study was
geographically surrounded by five school districts and in close proximity to a sixth
district that were all within a 30-minute drive. Transferability of results of this study to
similar size districts that are more geographically isolated may be limited. Participants in
this research were volunteers who responded to an advertisement placed on a school
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alumni Facebook page. Their connection to the school alumni Facebook page may
indicate that they had closer connections to the school than alumni who were not
members of the alumni page, and therefore were more likely to have a favorable opinion
of the school.
Recommendations for Future Research
While this research sought ways to give agency to people in rural communities
regarding the future of their school districts, there have been several examples of
successful school district consolidations in North Dakota. Future research that includes a
case study of some of the most successful consolidations in the state over the last 20-25
years would be beneficial. Understanding how school districts were able to overcome
resistance to consolidation to find ways to work collaboratively in the best interests of
children could serve as a model for future consolidations.
Through this type of case study research, interviews with some key stakeholders
who have been responsible for successful consolidations could glean valuable
information, not only about what went well, but also about what steps they would take if
they had to do it all over again. By learning about both successes and opportunities for
improvement in the consolidation process, a road map that highlights best practices could
be developed to facilitate future consolidation endeavors.
Another research opportunity would be to study rural school district financing of
school districts with fewer than 100 students to examine why some of these districts are
able to maintain a higher-level efficiency that allows them to maintain per pupil
expenditures of less than $15,000. There must be something different about how these
districts operate compared to similarly situated districts that spend two or three times the
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North Dakota per student payment rate. Research that compares and contrasts small rural
district spending could shed light on how some small rural districts are able to maintain
efficiency, and those lessons could be applied to help the inefficient small rural districts
become more efficient.
Conclusions
For over 150 years, when state budgets were tight and there was a need to cut
spending, consolidation of small rural school districts was always on the menu of options.
States were able to save money through a decrease in per pupil expenditures by sending
rural students to larger, more financially efficient school districts. In many cases, larger
schools were able to provide a better education for students because they offered a wider
variety of courses. For the most part, these consolidations were necessary because the
number of school districts that existed in North Dakota in the distant past would not be
sustainable today.
For people in rural communities, their schools have held great significance.
Besides educating children, school buildings have been a center of activity in
communities. People in small rural communities used their schools for 4H meetings, Boy
and Girl Scout meetings, sporting events, church services, town meetings, community
suppers, and dances. When rural schools were shut down, whole communities felt lost.
Rural people were also aware of how state policymakers and urban school leaders viewed
their schools as (a) backward, and (b) unfit to educate children.
The debate over consolidation of small rural districts in North Dakota continues to
this day (the day of this report). As state legislators look for ways to do more with less
because they do not want to make the unpopular decision to raise taxes, small rural
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school districts that are less efficient to operate will continue to be viewed as wasteful
spending. This has often resulted in political struggles between state legislatures who
need to cut spending, and small rural communities that want to keep their schools
running.
This research was designed to provide a better understanding of why the small
school experience has been so important to people who attended them, and why alumni
of small schools do not want to lose their schools to consolidation. Interviews provided
an opportunity to see the small rural school experience through the eyes of people who
attended one unique small school. Based on the results of those interviews, this research
study provided recommendations on how to approach small school consolidations in the
future.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
North Dakota Population Change by City
Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Abercrombie

263

244

-7.22%

Adams

127

127

0.00%

Alamo

57

53

-7.02%

Alexander

223

319

43.05%

Alice

40

41

2.50%

Almont

122

100

-18.03%

Alsen

35

32

-8.57%

Ambrose

26

24

-7.69%

Amenia

94

85

-9.57%

Amidon

20

24

20.00%

Anamoose

227

230

1.32%

Aneta

222

234

5.41%

Antler

27

22

-18.52%

Ardoch

67

31

-53.73%

Argusville

475

480

1.05%

Arnegard

115

282

145.22%

Arthur

337

328

-2.67%

Ashley

749

613

-18.16%

Ayr

17

11

-35.29%

Balfour

26

20

-23.08%

Balta

65

66

1.54%

Bantry

14

6

-57.14%

Barney

52

40

-23.08%

Bathgate

43

47

9.30%

1,019

981

-3.73%

800

996

24.50%

City name

Beach
Belfield
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Benedict

66

68

3.03%

Bergen

7

10

42.86%

Berlin

34

31

-8.82%

Berthold

454

490

7.93%

Beulah

3,121

3,058

-2.02%

Binford

183

170

-7.10%

Bisbee

126

110

-12.70%

Bismarck

61,272

73,622

20.16%

Bottineau

2,211

2,194

-0.77%

Bowbells

336

301

-10.42%

Bowdon

131

137

4.58%

Bowman

1,650

1,470

-10.91%

Braddock

21

18

-14.29%

Briarwood

73

57

-21.92%

Brinsmade

35

30

-14.29%

Brocket

57

34

-40.35%

Buchanan

90

87

-3.33%

Bucyrus

27

18

-33.33%

Buffalo

188

195

3.72%

1,060

1,291

21.79%

Butte

68

70

2.94%

Buxton

323

348

7.74%

Calio

22

8

-63.64%

Calvin

20

15

-25.00%

Cando

1,115

1,117

0.18%

Canton City
(Hensel)

45

31

-31.11%

Carpio

157

144

-8.28%

City name

Burlington

116

City name

Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Carrington

2,065

2,080

0.73%

293

254

-13.31%

2,329

2,479

6.44%

Cathay

43

20

-53.49%

Cavalier

1,302

1,246

-4.30%

Cayuga

27

40

48.15%

Center

571

588

2.98%

Christine

150

151

0.67%

Churchs Ferry

12

9

-25.00%

Cleveland

83

57

-31.33%

Clifford

44

30

-31.82%

Cogswell

99

73

-26.26%

Coleharbor

79

59

-25.32%

Colfax

121

172

42.15%

Columbus

133

139

4.51%

Conway

23

15

-34.78%

Cooperstown

984

983

-0.10%

Courtenay

45

36

-20.00%

Crary

142

113

-20.42%

Crosby

1,070

1,065

-0.47%

Crystal

138

116

-15.94%

Davenport

252

256

1.59%

74

21.31%

Carson
Casselton

Dawson
Dazey

104

78

-25.00%

Deering

98

94

-4.08%

Des Lacs

204

185

-9.31%

7,141

7,192

0.71%

42

42

0.00%

Devils Lake
Dickey
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City name

Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Dickinson

17,787

25,679

44.37%

Dodge

87

89

2.30%

Donnybrook

59

75

27.12%

Douglas

64

93

45.31%

Drake

275

292

6.18%

Drayton

824

757

-8.13%

Dunn Center

146

227

55.48%

Dunseith

773

632

-18.24%

Dwight

82

80

-2.44%

Edgeley

563

585

3.91%

Edinburg

196

199

1.53%

Edmore

182

139

-23.63%

Egeland

28

32

14.29%

Elgin

642

543

-15.42%

1,394

1,125

-19.30%

Elliott

25

24

-4.00%

Emerado

414

443

7.00%

Enderlin

886

881

-0.56%

Epping

100

84

-16.00%

Esmond

100

91

-9.00%

Fairdale

38

30

-21.05%

Fairmount

367

343

-6.54%

105,549

125,990

19.37%

Fessenden

479

462

-3.55%

Fingal

97

92

-5.15%

Finley

445

401

-9.89%

Flasher

232

217

-6.47%

Flaxton

66

60

-9.09%

Ellendale

Fargo
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Forbes

53

36

-32.08%

Fordville

212

207

-2.36%

Forest River

125

109

-12.80%

Forman

504

509

0.99%

Fort Ransom

77

91

18.18%

Fort Yates

184

176

-4.35%

Fortuna

22

30

36.36%

Fredonia

46

38

-17.39%

Frontier

214

195

-8.88%

Fullerton

54

62

14.81%

Gackle

310

281

-9.35%

Galesburg

108

118

9.26%

Gardena

29

24

-17.24%

Gardner

74

129

74.32%

Garrison

1,453

1,462

0.62%

Gascoyne

16

21

31.25%

Gilby

237

243

2.53%

Gladstone

239

271

13.39%

Glen Ullin

807

732

-9.29%

Glenburn

380

404

6.32%

Glenfield

91

94

3.30%

Golden Valley

182

191

4.95%

Golva

61

84

37.70%

Goodrich

98

106

8.16%

Grace City

63

53

-15.87%

Grafton

4,284

4,170

-2.66%

Grand Forks

52,838

59,166

11.98%

173

186

7.51%

City name

Grandin
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

7

9

28.57%

Granville

241

240

-0.41%

Great Bend

60

49

-18.33%

Grenora

244

221

-9.43%

Gwinner

753

924

22.71%

Hague

71

70

-1.41%

Halliday

188

241

28.19%

Hamberg

21

11

-47.62%

Hamilton

61

46

-24.59%

Hampden

48

29

-39.58%

Hankinson

919

921

0.22%

Hannaford

131

126

-3.82%

Hannah

15

8

-46.67%

Hansboro

12

15

25.00%

1,783

1,650

-7.46%

Harwood

718

794

10.58%

Hatton

777

712

-8.37%

Havana

71

67

-5.63%

Haynes

23

15

-34.78%

Hazelton

235

223

-5.11%

Hazen

2,411

2,281

-5.39%

Hebron

747

794

6.29%

Hettinger

1,226

1,074

-12.40%

Hillsboro

1,603

1,649

2.87%

Hoople

242

247

2.07%

Hope

258

272

5.43%

Horace

2,430

3,085

26.95%

Hunter

261

332

27.20%

City name
Grano

Harvey
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City name

Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Hurdsfield

84

64

-23.81%

Inkster

50

38

-24.00%

15,427

15,849

2.74%

Jud

72

65

-9.72%

Karlsruhe

82

87

6.10%

Kathryn

52

66

26.92%

Kenmare

1,096

961

-12.32%

Kensal

163

146

-10.43%

Kief

13

8

-38.46%

Killdeer

751

939

25.03%

Kindred

692

889

28.47%

Knox

25

22

-12.00%

Kramer

29

24

-17.24%

Kulm

354

368

3.95%

Lakota

672

683

1.64%

LaMoure

889

764

-14.06%

Landa

38

41

7.89%

1,878

1,909

1.65%

Lankin

98

102

4.08%

Lansford

245

238

-2.86%

Larimore

1,346

1,260

-6.39%

Lawton

30

15

-50.00%

Leal

20

27

35.00%

Leeds

427

442

3.51%

Lehr

80

81

1.25%

Leith

16

28

75.00%

Leonard

223

248

11.21%

Lidgerwood

652

600

-7.98%

Jamestown

Langdon
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Lignite

155

141

-9.03%

Lincoln

2,406

4,257

76.93%

Linton

1,097

1,071

-2.37%

Lisbon

2,154

2,204

2.32%

Litchville

172

169

-1.74%

Loma

16

10

-37.50%

Loraine

9

9

0.00%

Ludden

23

15

-34.78%

Luverne

31

28

-9.68%

Maddock

382

402

5.24%

Makoti

154

148

-3.90%

Mandan

18,331

24,206

32.05%

Mantador

64

67

4.69%

Manvel

360

377

4.72%

Mapleton

762

1,320

73.23%

Marion

133

125

-6.02%

Marmarth

136

101

-25.74%

Martin

78

63

-19.23%

Max

334

331

-0.90%

Maxbass

84

89

5.95%

Mayville

1,858

1,854

-0.22%

McClusky

380

322

-15.26%

McHenry

56

64

14.29%

McVille

349

392

12.32%

Medina

308

264

-14.29%

Medora

112

121

8.04%

Mercer

94

88

-6.38%

Michigan

294

263

-10.54%

City name
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Milnor

653

624

-4.44%

Milton

58

39

-32.76%

Minnewaukan

224

199

-11.16%

Minot

40,888

48,377

18.32%

Minto

604

616

1.99%

Mohall

783

694

-11.37%

Monango

36

30

-16.67%

Montpelier

87

85

-2.30%

Mooreton

197

177

-10.15%

Mott

721

653

-9.43%

Mountain

92

80

-13.04%

Munich

210

190

-9.52%

Mylo

20

21

5.00%

Napoleon

792

749

-5.43%

Neche

371

344

-7.28%

Nekoma

50

31

-38.00%

New England

600

683

13.83%

New Leipzig

221

218

-1.36%

1,391

1,361

-2.16%

New Salem

946

973

2.85%

New Town

1,925

2,764

43.58%

Newburg

110

96

-12.73%

Niagara

53

46

-13.21%

Nome

62

51

-17.74%

Noonan

121

137

13.22%

North River

56

55

-1.79%

Northwood

945

982

3.92%

1,856

1,798

-3.12%

City name

New Rockford

Oakes

123

Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Oberon

105

101

-3.81%

Oriska

118

114

-3.39%

Osnabrock

134

105

-21.64%

Overly

18

10

-44.44%

Oxbow

305

381

24.92%

Page

232

190

-18.10%

Palermo

74

125

68.92%

1,403

1,424

1.50%

Parshall

903

949

5.09%

Pekin

70

75

7.14%

Pembina

592

512

-13.51%

9

6

-33.33%

Petersburg

192

162

-15.62%

Pettibone

70

60

-14.29%

Pick City

123

123

0.00%

Pillsbury

12

12

0.00%

Pingree

60

41

-31.67%

Pisek

106

89

-16.04%

Plaza

171

211

23.39%

Portal

126

125

-0.79%

Portland

606

578

-4.62%

Powers Lake

280

385

37.50%

Prairie Rose

73

56

-23.29%

Ray

592

740

25.00%

Reeder

162

125

-22.84%

Regan

43

35

-18.60%

Regent

160

170

6.25%

Reile's Acres

513

703

37.04%

City name

Park River

Perth

124

City name

Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Reynolds

301

277

-7.97%

Rhame

169

158

-6.51%

Richardton

529

692

30.81%

Riverdale

205

223

8.78%

Robinson

37

36

-2.70%

Rocklake

101

94

-6.93%

Rogers

46

49

6.52%

Rolette

594

484

-18.52%

Rolla

1,280

1,223

-4.45%

Ross

97

95

-2.06%

2,876

2,509

-12.76%

4

1

-75.00%

Rutland

163

163

0.00%

Ryder

85

108

27.06%

Sanborn

192

161

-16.15%

Sarles

28

16

-42.86%

Sawyer

357

319

-10.64%

Scranton

281

258

-8.19%

Selfridge

160

127

-20.62%

Sentinel Butte

56

61

8.93%

Sharon

96

86

-10.42%

Sheldon

116

95

-18.10%

Sherwood

242

194

-19.83%

Sheyenne

204

186

-8.82%

Sibley

30

19

-36.67%

Solen

83

70

-15.66%

Souris

58

37

-36.21%

South Heart

301

394

30.90%

Rugby
Ruso
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

Spiritwood Lake

90

97

7.78%

Springbrook

27

37

37.04%

St. John

341

322

-5.57%

St. Thomas

331

323

-2.42%

Stanley

1,458

2,321

59.19%

Stanton

366

368

0.55%

Starkweather

117

100

-14.53%

Steele

715

665

-6.99%

Strasburg

409

379

-7.33%

Streeter

170

149

-12.35%

Surrey

934

1,357

45.29%

Sykeston

117

105

-10.26%

Tappen

197

217

10.15%

Taylor

148

230

55.41%

Thompson

986

1,101

11.66%

Tioga

1,230

2,202

79.02%

Tolley

47

41

-12.77%

Tolna

166

136

-18.07%

Tower City

253

268

5.93%

Towner

533

479

-10.13%

Turtle Lake

581

542

-6.71%

Tuttle

80

60

-25.00%

Underwood

778

784

0.77%

Upham

130

135

3.85%

Valley City

6,585

6,575

-0.15%

Velva

1,084

1,086

0.18%

Venturia

10

21

110.00%

Verona

85

59

-30.59%

City name
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Census 2010

Census 2020
Count

Percentage
Change

40

46

15.00%

7,766

8,007

3.10%

Walcott

235

262

11.49%

Wales

31

10

-67.74%

Walhalla

996

893

-10.34%

Warwick

65

55

-15.38%

Washburn

1,246

1,300

4.33%

Watford City

1,744

6,207

255.91%

West Fargo

25,830

38,626

49.54%

Westhope

429

374

-12.82%

White Earth

80

100

25.00%

Wildrose

110

115

4.55%

Williston

14,716

29,160

98.15%

Willow City

163

149

-8.59%

Wilton

711

718

0.98%

Wimbledon

216

178

-17.59%

Wing

152

132

-13.16%

Wishek

1,002

864

-13.77%

Wolford

36

43

19.44%

Woodworth

50

44

-12.00%

Wyndmere

429

454

5.83%

York

23

17

-26.09%

Zap

237

221

-6.75%

Zeeland

86

82

-4.65%

City name
Voltaire
Wahpeton
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Appendix B
Permission to Use Figure 1

Hello Susan,
I see no problem as long as the figure is credited, which seems to be the case.
I an cc’ing my co-author, but I am pretty sure that she would feel the same.
You can tell Thomas that we are very pleased that he sees value in our work,
and we would be interested to see an abstract or full copy of his work later,
But of course this Is not a requirement.
Best wishes,
Robert Gifford
From: Susan Lund <suemming@centurylink.net>
Sent: April 12, 2022 9:13 AM
To: Robert Gifford <rgifford@uvic.ca>
Subject: Requesting to use a figure from one of your articles for a dissertation

Dear Professor Gifford,
My name is Susan Lund. I help graduate students get their dissertations ready for
publication by reading through completed manuscripts and making sure they are
formatted properly with (hopefully) no grammatical errors.
Right now, I am working with a student, Thomas Warman, a graduate student at the
University of North Dakota, and a school principal. He is working towards his Doctor of
Education.
The title of Thomas' draft dissertation is: The Voice of the Voiceless: Alumni of a Rural
North Dakota School Respond to Traditional Urban Solutions for Rural Education. It
addresses the issue of consolidation of rural schools in North Dakota.
Thomas read an article you co-wrote with Leila Scannell in 2010 called "Defining Place
Attachment: A Tripartite Organizing Framework." The article appeared in the Journal of
Environmental Psychology
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(https://web.uvic.ca/~esplab/sites/default/files/2010%20Tripartite%20Scannell.pdf). He
was very impressed with "Figure 1. The tripartite model of place attachment."
You are listed as the corresponding author. Would it be okay with you if we used your
figure in Thomas' dissertation? It looks like this in your article and Tom would like to
copy it exactly, except shorten the caption a little as shown below.

Figure 1. Place attachment theory. Reprinted from “Defining place attachment: A
tripartite organizing framework,” by L. Scannell, and R. Gifford, 2010, Journal of
Environmental Psychology, 30, p. 2. Copyright 2009 by Elsevier.

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this matter,
Susan Lund
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Appendix C
Permission to Use Figure 6

Hi, yes, you can use it. Please credit Sam Easter and the Grand Forks Herald.
On Tue, Apr 12, 2022 at 2:51 PM Amy Dalrymple Molter
<Amy.Dalrymple@bismarcktribune.com> wrote:
Hi Susan,
Thanks for reaching out. Sam Easter writes for Forum News Service. I’m copying one of
the editors there who should be able to help or point you in the right direction.
Thanks.
Amy Dalrymple
Editor, Bismarck Tribune
From: Susan Lund [mailto:suemming@centurylink.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 2:37 PM
To: Amy Dalrymple Molter <Amy.Dalrymple@bismarcktribune.com>
Cc: Thomas Warman <Thomas.Warman@k12.nd.us>
Subject: Permission to use a figure from a 2000 article in a dissertation
Dear Ms. Dalrymple, My name is Susan Lund. I help graduate students get their dissertations ready for publication by reading through completed manuscripts and making sure they are formatted properly with (hopefully) no grammatical errors.
ZjQcmQRYFpfptBannerStart

This Message Is From an External Sender
This message came from outside your organization.
ZjQcmQRYFpfptBannerEnd

Dear Ms. Dalrymple,
My name is Susan Lund. I help graduate students get their dissertations ready for
publication by reading through completed manuscripts and making sure they are
formatted properly with (hopefully) no grammatical errors.
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Right now, I am working with a student, Thomas Warman, a graduate student at the
University of North Dakota, and a school principal. He is working towards his Doctor of
Education.
The title of Thomas' draft dissertation is: The Voice of the Voiceless: Alumni of a Rural
North Dakota School Respond to Traditional Urban Solutions for Rural Education. It
addresses the issue of consolidation of rural schools in North Dakota.
Thomas read an article in the Bismarck Tribune by Sam Easter. It was dated October 4,
2020, and titled "The Great Depression Helped Shape North Dakota, and Its Leaders."
This article contained a figure (below) developed by Mr. Easter. Mr. Warman has asked
me to try and contact Mr. Easter and get permission for us to use this figure. Since this
article was printed in the Bismarck Tribune, I am contacting you to see if you can help
us. We do not know how to get hold of Mr. Easter. As the copyright holder, perhaps we
need your permission as well.
Could you tell us how to get permission to use this figure? We would give proper
recognition to the author and newspaper as shown below. Also, as you can see, we need
the page number where the figure was originally published in the print version of the
paper. Can you help us?

Figure 6. North Dakota population, 1920-2019. Reprinted from “The Great
Depression helped shape North Dakota, and its leaders,” by S. Easter, October 4,
2020, The Bismarck Tribune, p. ??. Copyright 2020 by The Bismarck Tribune.
Reprinted With Permission.
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We thank you for your time and attention to this matter,
Susan Lund
Susan Lund
Editor/Formatter - Theses, Dissertations
Phone: (701) 775-3663
Email: suemming@centurylink.net

Kirsten Stromsodt
Executive Editor
t: 701-241-5541 | e: kstromsodt@forumcomm.com
Forum Communications Company
101 5th St. N. Fargo, ND 58102
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Appendix D
North Dakota State Aid to Schools Payment Worksheet
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Appendix E
North Dakota Funding Formula, Phase-In Approach to Factors
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Appendix F
Interview Questions
The following questions were asked of research participants. Probing questions
were asked to clarify or expand upon points participants were making.
1.

Tell me about your experience at this school.

2.

What opportunities, if any, do you believe you missed by attending a small
rural school?

3.

In your opinion, how do you believe the education you received at this
school compares to the education that students attending larger schools
received?

4.

How do you believe small schools impact the community?

5.

In your opinion, how would the closure of this school impact the
community?

6.

What advice would you give to a parent who was unsure about having their
child attend this school due to its smaller size?

7.

What advice would you give lawmakers who may believe that small rural
schools in North Dakota should be closed?

8.

What do you believe are the advantages to attending smaller schools?

9.

What do you believe are the disadvantages to attending smaller schools?

10.

How has your opinion about attending this small rural school evolved over
time?
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Appendix G
Informed Consent Document
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